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Preface

Some years ago I visited a school which tracked students according
to ability level. In one room I saw students moving from one activity
center to another, they had an array of materials to work with, and these
"bright" students and their teacher were actively engaged in learning. In
another room I saw students completing workbook exercises, the
environment in this class was much less rich, and neither teacher nor
students seemed interested in what was happening. No one needed to
tell me where these students fit on the ability hierarchy. Writing instruc-
tion often resembles this school's practice, using innovative approaches
with able students and leaving less able students to do drill work.

Lynn Howgate claims that instruction in writing processes are eOr all

students. In fact, according to Lynn, writing processes have special value
for less able students whose self-esteem can be enhanced by carrying a
project through from prewriting to publication. I find it impossible to
disagree with /her because she has such compelling evidence. Even
though I have/seen them several times, I am still amazed by the transfor-
mation evident in Mike's successive drafts.

Not only does she make large claims for the relationship between
student self-esteem and writing processes, Lynn shows how teachers can
employ writing processes to enhance students' confidence. The careful
explanations in this book answer "how to" questions, and the extensive
examples demonstrate the worth of the endeavor.

Anne Ruggles Gere,Director,
Puge! Sound Writing Program
English Department,
University of Washington
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"Mike, tell me more about your uncle" I said, so Mike circled the
word "ukul" on his rough draft. Then I asked him to explain the "moter
sicol trat in the woods" and he drew a line under the words. My final
question was about the mud pit in his story. Mike noted this on his
rough draft and eagerly returned to his desk to write more about his
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uncle, his motorcycle track, and his mud pit. After two more three-
minute revision conferences with me, Mike made additional revisions.
We proofread his third revision for spelling and punctuation. This is
Mike's finished paper:iIi;.4.APe Ar41-010
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It was May of the school year when Mike wrote his motorcycle
story. I doubt he would have written it in September because in Sep-
tember he wasn't interested in writing. Mike just wasn't that interested
in school work, except maybe for sports and math. "Wheels" were where
it was at, all kinds of wheels, like motorcycles, go-carts, and cars.

Mike was a student in my fifth grade class. He was one of my Spe-
cial Education students in a self-contained classroom of thirty. He had
le rning disabilities in reading, writing, and spelling. I found his
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handwriting and spelling impos'e;ble to decipher and his attention hard to
corral, In fact, the first week of school Mike wrote nothing in his writing
notebook during our daily five minute freewrites. Since freewriting is
simply writing non-stop about anything that comes to mind, I expected
everyone would participate and feel successful. As time went on Mike
did freewriting, probably because everybody else did and freewriting was
less boring than just silting,

By the third week of school we were all freewriting daily and jour-
nal writing three times a week. The first time I collected all of the stu-
dents' writing notebooks to read over the weekend I found out how
much of a problem Mike's handwriting was going to be for me. Because
ii felt strongly that a written response from me WU' important, not only
from the standpoint of writing but also from the standpoint of teacher-
student rapport, I wanted to.Trake just the right comment in each note-
book. How was I going to write in Mike's notebook when I couldn't read
his writing? After careful study of several entries, I finally wrote a posi-
tke comment about math and asked about his football team. It went
tha way, pretty much, in his writing notebook all year because these
were the kinds of entries for which,the students were to write non-stop
on a topic and not worry about spelling or punctuation. The purpose of
the assignment was to help the students feel comfortable with the act of
writing. During the year I wrote comments and questions about football,
baseball, basketball andbetween sports seasonsabout wheels. Mike
always answered my question. 'md even invited me, as a result of my
comments., to one of his football games.

We did many other kinds of writing activities, By October each stu-
dent had vaned an individual dictionary that included vocabulary words
from all areas of the curriculum, had written and revised a story for kin-
dergarteners about a field trip to a symphony, and had participated in a
"teacherless writing group." A "teacherless writing group," described by
Peter Elbow in Writitig Without Teachers (see Resources), is four to six
students who respond to each other's writing in a positive manner.
Mike's writing group responded to his writing, and gradually I noticed
Mike becoming interested in writing, When his writing group met he
wrote comments about other students' writing, and when it was his turn
to read his story, he read with pride. After he finished reading, he heard
what words in his story the members of his group liked best. Mike
would kind of puff up, and I saw a little sparkle in his eye that I hadn't
seen before, When he asked me if he could take his symphony story to
practice reading it before our class read to the kindergartners, I felt a nib-
ble on the writing line.

think the turning point for Mike was the headphone episode. One
day in January I put on an old headphone with a 'mouthpiece and had the
class write down the conversation they each imagined I was having.
Mike's story was about a pilot who crashed his bomber, After two
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student-teacher revision conferences Mike had his story rearlv for his
writing group. As luck would have it, the local paper was doing an article
on "Writing and Enjoying," and the reporter who came to our classroom
observed Mike's writing group. Not only was Mike's picture in the paper
along with the other members of his writing group, but also excerpts
from his bomber story were printed. The whole newspaper experience
for Mike was a little like winning a go-cart race.

But I'd call Mike's motorcycle story his real success story because
Mike saw how he had improved his writing and heard reinforcing com-
ments from his peers. When Mike showed me the written comments
he'd received, he said, "They really like my story, especially the parts I
changed." Mike had a feeling of control over his writing which is impor-
tant for students. Knowledge of this control of writing helps students to
see that they have control of language which leads to control of one's
own life, thus increasing self-confidence and enhancing self-esteem.
Mike's story showed me two things: what writing practice and self-
confidence can do, not only for writing but also for self-esteem, and just
'now vital the student-teacher relationship is to the building of that self-
esteem through writing.

During the 1970's, in order to better understand my students and
what motivated them, I read widely in the field of humanistic psychology.
I found that the writers I was reading emphasized the important role
self-esteem plays in human motivation. Abraham Maslow, in his hierar-
chy of human needs, recognizes a need for personal achievement and
sense of recognition and approval from others. He feels that the rewards
of self-esteem are represented by an internal satisfaction which accom-
panies a feeling of self-worth and feelings of self-respect. As a result of
these readings, I began incorporating ways to build self-esteem into my
teaching style. I used positive reinforcement in my classroom and pro-
vided activities that fostered goal setting and decision making.

In the late 1970's, I read the document of the Santa Clara County,
California, Writing Committee ('Students Can Write), and in it found
reports of research on writing and implications for teaching that sup-
ported the conviction that students can write effectively. Using the docu-
ment as a resource, I tried different strategies for teaching and evaluating
writing in both my fifth and eighth grade classes.

I participated in the Summer Institute of the Puget Sound Writing
Program in 1979. The Institute provided opportunities for teachers to
write and to increase their knowledge of the composing process. As a
result of the project I returned to the classroom and began to discover
ways that the self-esteem of young writers could be nurtured through the
writing process.

The writing process has often been divided into prewriting,
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drafting, revising, proofreading, and publication. The teacher can pro-
vide activities geared to each of these stages that will enable students to
become better writers. Success in writing will give students self
confidence which enhances their self-esteem. These claims have been
substantiated by my own experience with student writers. Those student
writers who improved their writing made me more aware of the special
role that writing can play in building students' self-esteem.

Because teachers are in unique positions to understand the
strengths and weaknesses of their students, they can use that knowledge
to the students' advantage during any phase of the writing process. The
rapport the teacher develops with each student is necessary in order for
the students to be receptive to suggestions concerning their writing.

This booklet relates the procedures I use from the creating of class-
room climate to the publication of student writing. In its preparation I
drew from my experience in teaching fifth grade and eighth grade in trad-
itional settings. I was further influenced by my experience in teaching
'grades one, two, and three. It is my hope that the reader will see the
importance of the student- teacher relationship in the building of self-
esteem through the writing process.

5
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Setting
the Stage

Teachers can provide writing activities guaranteeing students' suc-
cess in writing. Having experienced success, students are more comfort-
able sharing their writing with fellow class members.

At the beginning of the school year, when notebooks are new and
appealing, daily and weekly writing activities can be introduced
effectively. I request my students to bring sectioned notebooks to school

.1.1
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by the end of the first week for recording various kinds of writing. I
inform the class that their writing notebook activities will include
freewriting, focused freewriting, journal writing, and dictation. I use my
explanation of such types of writing as an "advance organizer" to set the
stage and arouse curiosity.

FREEWRITING

Freewriting is non-stop writing for a specified period of time. It
enables students to express themselves in a non-threatening situation and
provides them with an awareness that they have thoughts worthy of com-
municating. This idea by itself builds self-esteem.

I begin each .period with five minutes of freewriting. I encourage
the understanding that writing is important in the classroom by having
everyone participate including myself. For some intermediate grade stu-
dents, five minutes is an eternity, and the ticking of a timer during writ-
ing and the ringing of a bell to end the activity are helpful. Middle
school students (sixth-eighth) may agree that five minutes is an eternity,
but usually are mature enough for the teacher's directions to be
sufficient. In introducing freewriting, I explain to students that such
writing is continuous no stopping allowed. I have to repeat this re-
minder frequently during the year in order for pupils to quiet the voices
of their internal critics. They need to hear me say, "Spelling, handwrit-
ing, punctuation, and sentence structure are not the objective of this
assignment." They need to hear, "The objective is continuous writing
without stopping." If my students are unable to write non-stop, I ask
them to write any word over and over until something else comes into
their minds. The essence of freewriting is the free flow of ideas neither
carefully organized nor well refined. For such writing, s odents need the
security of privacy. For this reason I never ask students to trade note-
books.

Freewriting can be used for other purposes. During free reading or
uninterrupted sustained silent reading in the classroom many students
enjoy reading their free-writing entries. (This activity is especially valu-
able for students having reading problems because the entries are some-
thing they wrote. They can decode such entries, comprehend them, and
enjoy them.) Such reading serves to generate ideas for other freewriting..

Freewriting generates self-esteem as students fill their notebooks
with their own writing; they gain a sense of fulfillment and an esprit de
corps with classmates.

7
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Freewriting7Student Examples

Jennifer's creativity and vivaciousness added to her naturally
fluid style:
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Annika's enthusiastic writing was in contrast to her reserved
personality:
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Beth's conscientious nature was relieved by the freedom
inherent in freewriting:

Question: How do you feel about freewriting?
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Amy enjoyed having the opportunity to write daily and at the end
of five minutes was usually the last student to put down her pencil:
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Joele wrote with the same precision and energy that she applied to
her athletic endeavors:
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Kari's writing was not inhibited by her carefully refined writing
skills,
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FOCUSED FREEWRITING
A second type of freewriting is focused freewriting dealing with a

designated topic. Here students must limit themselves to one top;c or
idea. I usually provide the topic, but sometimes my students suggest a
better idea. Occasionally I employ focused freewriting to introduce or
review a topic or idea. I have discovered that group discussions following
focused freewritings assist students to become aware of problems arising
when writing on a specific topic for any extended length of time. As
with freewriting, focused freewriting provides students with non-
threatening opportunities to express opinions, concerns, and beliefs.

In order for freewriting and focused freewriting to be just that, free,
I make no comments. I collect notebooks that contain these and other
kinds of writing periodically, Students wishing me to read the freewriting
leave the pages unmarked. Students wishing a page or pages to remain
private indicate this by placing a diagonal line through the writing, This
act of designating what's to be read or not read gives students a sense of
control over their writing and their world,
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Focused frff.,writing is done for ten minutes once a week. In group
discussions following such writing, students are encouraged to share their
entries. Self-esteem is strengthened when students see that they can
write on a single. topic for ten minutes and then hear themselves share
selected portions of their writing efforts.

The following samples are from an eighth grade class that had
listened to three poems by Langston Hughes read in connection with
Martin Luther King Day. The themes were love, pride, and hope.
These two students chose the same theme, the love of a friend.

Focused FreewritingStudent Examples

Elizabeth had it all. She was 'successful in all her subjects and
active in stucIent government. She was exceptionally talented in
dance and the theater. For her the writing provided an opportunity
to give added polish to her skills.
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This child had a history of difficulty with school. Despite that his-
tory this opportunity for writing not only piqued his interest but
provided him with success. He enjoyed himself:
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Jennifer's enthusiasm for life was expressed in her writing.
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JOURNAL WRITING

A third type of notebook writing is journal writing with specific
assignments. Such writing is employed to increase students' awareness
of their thoughtstheir potell,..41 ideas for writing.

I explain to my students that journal writing differs from freewriting
in that they are to take a more conscious, deliberate approach to their
writing. Journal topics are selected from all areas of the curriculum.
This variety triggers and sustains student interest and brings home the
point that good ideas for writing can be found in all subject areas. Jour-
nal entries may range from career education, to social studies topics, to
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the grading system. Concomitantly, journal writing provides students
with many rough drafts from which they may choose to make a revision.
Students who have the opportunity to select a draft for revision are more
committed and enthusiastic about their writing and are building their
decision-making skills.

We write in the journal section of the notebook two times a week
for fifteen to twenty minutes. The students spend a few minutes plan-
ning before they begin writing on the topic assigned for the day. The
journal section of the notebook provides me with alt opportunity to write
my reaction to students' writing. In addition to commenting on their
entries, I will frequently add a personal note about some activity they are
involved in or ask them a question. I care about their writing, and I
want them to know it. It is amating how the most uninterested fifth
grader or blase eighth grader will 'hurriedly flip through the pages in order
to find what I have written, Self-esteem grows when students' attention
to their own writing is reinforced because someone cares about what they
are saying. Allowing students opportunities to make decisions is another
way in which the writing process contributes to the building of self-
esteem.

JournalsStudent Examples

Denny had no difficulty expressing his ideas in his written of oral
work. This assignment followed a class discussion on friendship.
Students were to reflect for fiv minutes and then write for fifteen
minutes.
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Stefanie was a mature, organized student who frecr lun-
teerecl during class. This journal writing assignme in
which students were asked to write how they felt at y and
the writing of poetry as a culminating activity cork.iuug, a five-
week poetry unit.
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Mark was always anxious to contribute to class discussion and
expressed definite opinions regardless of their popularity. This
journal writing assignment followed the second meeting of our
teacherless writing groups. Students were to write their reactions to
being a member of a writing group.

gtd
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DICTATION

One final type of notebook writing is dictation, a recording of
material read aloud by another. I use dictation two or three times a week
in order to help my students become better listeners and writers. I read
a portion of a poem or a prose passage and the students copy it down.
Sometimes I ask them to speak aloud what they are writing while they
are writing it, and other times I have them read it orally after the writing
is finished. I select passages that provide students with exposure to. a
variety of writing styles. I instruct them to listen to the voice of the
writing while they are copying.

We begin the year with copying short quotations. This practice
allows even the slowest writer or poorest listener to be successful in
recording what is being read. As listening and writing skills improve,
students transcribe longer works. Through dictation students hear, write,
and say words they might not use at any other time.

The nature of the dictation exercise provides opportunities for suc-
cess in listening, writing, and speaking. Such success contributes to self-
esteem.

DictationStudent Examples

Stefanie always completed her assignments with care and accuracy.
This dictation assignment was given at the beginning of the new
year to stimulate thinking about different types of resolutions.
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Stuart expressed himself orally and in his written work in a very
formal manner. I gave this dictation exercise on the second day of
class. It is symbolic of my feelings about children.
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NOTION NOTES
An activity that provides instant publication for students is the writ-

ing and reading of notion notes. A notion note is a slip of paper on
which students are asked to record a word, a thought, a phraseanything
relating to a thought or feeling.

Once a week I give my students a slip of paper upon entering the
classroom. I ask them to write about something that is on their minds,
either emotion or idea. It can be a word, a phrase, or a sentence. No
names are signed to this writing. As they complete their notion notes
they fold them and hand them to me. After collecting the notes, I read
them to the class. It is important that the anonymity of the students is
retained. I refrain from commenting on any of the notes and do not read
inappropriate ones. Slips containing foul language and swearing eventu-
ally disappear. I remind students that notes referring to students in our
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class will not be read. This policy eliminates put-downs and popularity
contests.

We keep the notion notes in a large box, and at the end of the year
they are used by students as writing topics. Notion notes give students
weekly opportunities for publication. Listening to the thoughts of others
builds a sense of cd; mmunity. Once the tradition is established students
support it largely because they enjoy hearing their own words',
Notion Notes Stude,/at Examples
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ANAGRAM NAME TAGS

Another "device" to involve students in writing is the anagram
name tag, the forming of a new name by transposing the letters of one's
original name.

I ask students in each of my classes to make individual anagrams
out of the letters of their first and last names. We spend one class period
on this project, and I encourage students to help one another. Once the
anagrams are completed for all my classes, I write each name on a five by
eight card. I color code the classes.

We display the anagrams in a prominent place in the room as a per-
manent part of our decor. Students enjoy deciphering the names, and
parents are intrigued 'with the task of finding their child's anagram during
an open house or visit to the classroom. The eighty anagrams are a focus
of attention throughout the year. Students from other classes come in
before and after school and try to guess who the anagrams belong to and
even want me to help them write one for their names. My students are
proud of this display and often explain the process to visitors in our
classroom. The anagrams have been used as pen names for short stories
and letter writing.

Anagram Name TagsStudent Examples
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TRIADS AND SELF-ESTEEM

The emphasis on self in society today makes it easier not to attend
to the needs of others. In a classroom this means some students are left
out. Daniel Fader, in his The New Hooked on Books, sees students in the
classroom who get lost in the shuffle as the biggest problem in teaching
today. In an attempt to solve this problem ne suggests the use of triads,
three students working together as a group. I use triads in my eighth
grade classes as a way to involve all my students actively in the learning
process. These groups collaborate all year and are responsible for each
other. After a week of informal reading, writing, and spelling testing,
along with watching and listening to a class, I rank order the students
from the student who is best able to give help in the subject of the
course to the student who appears most needful of receiving help. The
list is then divided into three equal segments. Each triad contains one
student from the top third segment, one from the middle segment, and
one from the weakest third. Ideally each triad has boys and girls.

We do many assignments as triads, especially those pertaining to
grammar. When a triad works on an assignment, the paper turned in is a
composite of the members' thoughts and has the handwriting of all three
persons. An additional benefit of working in triads is that many students
find it easier to participate in class discussions. Individual students who
are reluctant to volunteer during class discussions find it easier to
respond with "We didn't find any active verbs" as opposed to "I couldn't
find any active verbs." By working in a triad, individuals give each other
help and support and foster responsibility.

Working in triads has done wonders for my students. Positive
comments by their classmates have furnished support. Words of praise
from peers have encouraged students to improve their writing and to feel
good about themselves. Knowing how to give and receive help are
important skills, ones that build self-confidence.
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Prewriting is any experience that the student has before writing that
serves to inspire his or her writing. It is reflecting on the memory of a
prior experience or focusing on a new experience that gives the student
"something" to write about. The teacher's role is to help individual stu-
dents focus on a particular experience. The stage of prewriting is vital in
the composing process because it gives the writer ideas on which to base
the writing.
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In the elementary and in the middle school, my most successful
Writing assignments follow a planned prewriting experience, These
experiences involve my whole class either inside or outside the class-
room. Class discussions based on the experience are the key to building
self-esteem through prewriting. Sometimes discussions occur before and
after the prewriting experience. I lead prewriting discussions in a manner
that will insure success. I pose questions that have no right or wrong
answers and immediately call on volunteers who are hesitant to partici-
pate, calling later on students who are always willing to contribute their
ideas. The ambience of the discussion is one of freedom, allowing all
students to contribute meaningfully.

I discuss with my students the intended audience and writing pur-
pose. Students can focus and clarify their thoughts when they have a
well-defined audience and purpose for writing.

During the discussion of the prewriting activity, I focus attention
on what occurred. Such group discussion enables the group to come up
with more ideas for writing than individual students would think of on
their own. Next, we record all the words connected with the experience
either on the chalkboard or on paper. We leave the words in view as
long as they are needed and many times add new ones during the draft-
ing and revising stages of writing.

Through discussion students gain ideas and words to use in their
writing. The developmental nature of discussion allows each student to
contribute to and share in the richness of the activity.

FIELD TRIPS AS PREWRITING
Any kind of field trip is a natural focus for writing hr-:ause it

involves all the students' senses.

Each year all fifth grades in our district attend a performance of the
Seattle Symphony presented especially for students. The trip t' the sym-
phony is a prewriting experience that prompts beneficial discussion both
before and afte. the event. The program includes both music and dance,
The 'children always find the trip exciting, as it involves riding the school
bus, which is transported across Puget Sound by ferry, merging with
thousands of other elementary-aged students, and climbing the ramps of
the Seattle Opera House to sit in luxury while enjoying the sights and
sounds. For most of the students this is their first experience of a live
performance of a symphony.

Before my fifth grade attended the symphony, I talked with them
about what we would be seeing and hearing, I told them to make mental
notes of what they saw, heard, and felt at the symphony, Later I helped
them record their observations.
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We discussed the possibilities of an audience for the writing prior to
the performance and selected the kindergarten. This decision was based
on the feeling that most kindergartners wouldn't have experienced a
symphony and would enjoy hearing about one from a fifth grader's point
of view. The purpose of the writing was to give a detailed description of
the evr It. Upon returning to the classroom after the field trip, we brain-
stormed about our observations with all students contributing to the dis-
cussion. As they listened to themselves and to each other, they gen-
erated ideas for writing and shared points of view to be considered.
Katie felt most kindergartners would enjoy listening to a story written
from the vantage point of a drum:

,Lt /woe 4-uht. et" AA-r1-4-6:41/
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This student was correctthe kindergartners loved that particular story.

My students enjoyed sharing their feelings about the symphony trip.
Since this was an experience we had in common, everyone could under-
stand what was said. Even the least articulate students felt they were
making valuable contributions to the discussion.

ASSEMBLIES AS PREWRITING

Assemblies are good prewriting experiences because they involve
the whole class and are usually planned around students' interests.

The dedication of our elementary school was an assembly that had a
lot of pLential for writing. Although held in the familiar multipurpose
room, it had the air of a formal occasion, The president of the school
board welcomed the audience and introduced the special guests and
speakers. The fifth grade students participated as audience but also
presented a choral singing of patricr c songs. Following their perform-
ance, speakers from the historical society and the State Office of Public
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Instruction described the life and contributions of Lizzie Ordway, for
whom the school was named. The other students and teachers in the
school "attended" the assembly by watching it on closed circuit television
in their classrooms. After the ceremony refreshments were served in the
school library to all the guests while students enjoyed treats in their class-
rooms. Three weeks after this event my students presented to the
school's principal a bound book of their accounts of the dedication
ceremony.

Before we attended the Ceremony, I discussed with my fifth graders
what kind of things news reporters look for when covering events. I

brought in several newspapers, and we talked about how news articles are
written.

We discussed the importance of the five "W's" of reporting and how
we would use them as a guide for remembering specific details about the
assembly. We decided that the audience for our writing would be com-
munity members unable to attend the ceremony. The purpose of the
writing would be to furnish an accurate account of the dedication. My
students attended the ceremony as reporters and after the assembly
shared impressions. We discussed the five "W's" and listed pertinent
words for our stories on the chalkboard. Students expressed a concern
for accurate spelling of the names of the participants which demonstrated
on their part a natural concern for mechanics. (Excerpts, from the book
of news stories we presented to our principal, Mr. William Hoots, are
included on pp. 136-139,)

A group experience followed by an edifying discussion gives 'stu-
dents enough information to construct interesting stories which they can
share.

READING AS PREWRITING

Listening to short stories and poems is another kind of prewriting
activity in my classes.

I read Anton Chekov's story "The Bet" to my eighth graders and
lead a discussion of capital punishment vs. voluntary life imprisonment.
I often plan prewriting activities that include physical movement and
decision-making in some form. For this activity students line up on
opposite sides of the room depending on how they feel about the two
issues. Students then give reasons for their choices,

We discuss the elements of the story and Chekov's techniques of
writing. Following the discussion a vocabulary list is made and students
copy words they want to remember in their notebooks. The purpose of
this assignment is to write another ending for Chekov's story. The audi-
ence for the assignment is their peer group.

I read Halloween poems as another prewriting activity, Lots of
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short poems with good images and vivid words work best. After the
poetry reading we create a vocabulary list on the chalkboard or students
write individual lists. I give them a time limit and then ask for the long-
est list to be read while other students check off any matching words.
This activity provides an inspiring list of words, and everybody is
involved. My fifth graders and eighth graders use this prewriting activity
in the writing of Halloween books for first graders. (Samples from the
children's books are included on pp. 126-135.)

Providing experiences that furnish students with a rich background
and vocabulary for writing encourages students to become actively
involved in discussions and decision-making. Their .participation pro-
motes additional writing.

VOCABULARY STUDY AS PREWRITING

Vocabulary development can be used at any grade level as a
prewriting activity. I have students at the fifth grade level create dic-
tionaries as a daily prewriting activity. On the chalkboard each morning I
record unfamiliar words from the subject areas we are studying. The
number of words depends on the amount of time available for this
activity.

Students look up the meanings of the words in a dictionary or text-
book glossary and then compose their own definitions of each word.
Words are illustrated and their meanings discussed in class. This writing
activity serves to familiarize students with unfamiliar words that are
required for reading and writing. Student dictionaries may include words
used in music, social studies, science, health, language arts, French,
math, economics, alcohol education, and holidays. (Sample pages from
student dictionaries are included on pp. 103-106.)

I use vocabulary work at the eighth grade level as a weekly prewrit-
ing activity. Two lists of twenty words are written on the chalkboard
each Monday. One list contains words that are above grade level while
the other list is comprised of words below grade level. I use the vocabu-
lary inventories for grades three through twelve found in Thorndike-.
Barnhart's prospectus of The World Book Encyclopedia Dictionary. Stu-
dents decide which list best suits their needs. I introduce all the words
each week through context clues, and after the meanings have been
guessed, the class pronounces both lists.

We work in groups to look up the meanings of the words. Students
divide the list so that each person actually looks up only a portion of the
list. Group members dictate the meanings they have looked up to the
other members in the group. In this way students have an opportunity to
talk to each other about the words and to practice taking dictation from
each other. When each group member has all the definitions the group
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writes twenty sentences together,A Each Friday students spell the words
and use them in a composition. The compositions are rough drafts that
can be developed for other writing assignments.

Vocabulary-Spelling ExerciseStudent Example
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The practice of using new words in speaking and writing helps to
build confidence in the use of language. Writing assignments that
include prewriting activities and an identified pt.rpose and audience pro-
vide the kind of motivation necessary to involve students of varying abil-
ities in the writing process.
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CREATIVE DRAMATICS AS PREWRITING
Role playing and imagining are stimulating prewriting activities

involving both teacher and students. I find that many students feel
uncomfortable participating in creative dramatics, so I do the role play-
ing. One example of an activity I use with students is the "Anything
Box." Linda Monthy, a fellow teacher, presented this lesson 50 effectively
during the 1979 Summer Institute of the Puget Sound Writing Program
that I couldn't wait to try it in the classroom. This activity is most
effective at the beginning of a class or period. When everyone is seated I
lug in, with great difficulty, my imaginary suitcase and with assistance
from two students, set it on a table. Next, I pretend to open the suitcase,
and remove a box. By this time students are beginning to nudge each
other with questioning looks. Nevertheless, I explain that I have a very
special box. I show my box to the class and tell them it is called the
"Anything Box" and that it can make other "Anything Boxes." I set it
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down, and by uttering the special word "skitaratafrataratiz" I order my
box to make other boxes. (I use different special words to activate my
box, but the most popular one has remained "skitaratafrataratiz.") While
passing the boxes I tell the students to hold their boxes on their desks as
I describe the other things that make the "Anything Box" special. I

inform them that each box made by "Anything Box" is different from
every other in color, texture, smell, etc., and that each box will contain
anything a student wants.
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After receiving the boxes students are asked to share in writing the
special qualities of their "Anything Boxes," The purpose of the writing
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assignment is to describe the box in detail, how it looks inside and out
and what it feels and smells like. The audience for the writing is their
peers. After the writing, students are requested to keep their "Anything
Box" in a safe place in their desks but handy for use at a later date. Paul,
a boy who hadn't been too excited about school, rushed into class the
day after we had done this activity in fifth grade and told me that he had
taken his "Anything Box" home to show his parents and his father had
accidently stepped on it. He wanted to know if THE "Anything Box"
could please make him another box.

Student Example
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Fifth Grade
In order to create a "scene" as a prewriting activity, I need the help

of another person to assist with dialogue and acting. One of my favorites
for fifth graders includes a motorcycle and rider, but I've seen a bicycle
used just as effectively. I asked a young man, already known to the
class, to rush into our classroom with his motorcycle and ask to leave it
there while he phoned the police about the attempted theft of his
Kawasaki 900. He gave us his 'account of what had happened and then
left the room, supposedly to telephone the police. The "scene" took
about two minutes. After he'd left I asked my students to write down
everything they could remember. The purpose of this assignment was to
write one or two paragraphs describing the "scene" for their peers. A few
students immediately questioned the authenticity of the crime, and I told
.them the truth. Some were a little disappointed, but later on the play-
ground I overheard a student remark, "Mrs. Howgate does the craziest
things in order to give us fun things to write about."

Earlier (p. 3) I mentioned the headphones and how they can be
used as a prewriting activity. I develop the vocabulary list first for this
prewriting activity. We talk about all the places where people use head-
phones as a means of communication. The list may include department
stores, football games (coaches), police stations, taxi cabs, and airports.
Once the list is well developed, I put on the headphones, pretend to plug
them into an outlet, and tell the class I will signal them when I begin to
communicate. We discuss the fact that they will not hear my voice even
though I am communicating with someone. The purpose of this assign-
ment is to write the dialogue that is occurring between me and the per-
son with whom I am speaking. The audience for this writing is their peer
group.

cbs? "'"" "LE
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Self-esteem is enhanced when students participate in activities that
allow them to exercise the power of their imaginations. The use of
imagining in writing helps students gain confidence in descriptive writing.
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When students realize that the purpose of a rough draft is simply to
write everything they can say about a topic, without concern at this stage
for spelling, punctuation, or organization, they will approach creating the
draft with less apprehension. In this stage of writing the concern is with
thoughts and ideas, not mechanics and organization. Before the first
draft of the first writing assignment, I call attention to large posters I
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have in my classroom of "Composing as a Process." I talk with my stu-
dents about the importance of looking at drafting as just the beginning of
the process. Once everything they can think of is written down they can
select the best ideas to develop. The more they write the more ideas
they have from which to choose. I talk about the various terms that can
be used for drafting: "rough draft," "fast draft," and "first draft" all refer
to initial writing. The term "fast draft" appeals to students because it
sounds like writing that is not going to take forever, and the term implies
that it is not the final product but a beginning. I keep stressing that dur-
ing the writing of the rough or first or fast draft it doesn't matter if there
are misspelled words or missing capitals or commas because these
,mechanical errors can be corrected during the proofreading session. The
point I make over and over is "Write everything you can about your
topic. We can worry about the mechanics later." To phrase it another
way, "If you are worried about the mechanics and organization at the
drafting stage, you probably won't write enough to proofread."

We establish the idea that the rough draft is just thata rough draft
to be used as a jumping off place, a starting point for writing. Drafting
sessions follow as closely as possible the prewriting activities and take
place in class so students can focus on their writing without being dis-
tracted by other activities. A time limit helps students to concentrate on
the writing of the rough draft. The vocabulary lists that are developed
during the prewriting experience and the discussions are important for
the writing of the first draft because the words are a catalyst for some
students and a resource for others. Students who need the security of
correct spelling at all times benefit from the vocabulary list. Students
who are stimulated by a prewriting activity and who have an opportunity,
through discussion, to be exposed to ideas and language will have more
to write about and will feel more confident about their writing. My stu-
dents all have file folders in which they keep all of their rough drafts.
When they need an idea for a piece of writing they are going to develop,
they have a collection of drafts from which to choose. Students are
astonished when they look in their folders and see how much they actu-
ally have produced. Another kind of draft writing occurs when students
fill out forms. Forms for complaints, requests, and explanations are used
in my room as a way for students to express their concerns. Once the
form is completed and handed in, I read it and respond if appropriate.
The forms are then filed in the student's writing folder. These forms
may be used as rough drafts for future writing assignments. Bob Kearns
presented these forms at an inservice workshop, and I immediately
adopted them as part of my classroom writing program because they fill a
student's need to be heard and to receive a response. (Sample forms are
included on pp. 107-110.)

Self-esteem is enhanced through drafting because students have the
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freedom to generate a lot of writing. It is the making of decisions about
writing that gives students the sense

diminishes
being in charge of their writing.

Having a file of many rough drafts diminishes the void many students
feel when they are faced with a writing assignment.
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evtstris
The stage of revising offers the opportunity for refinement of the

writing and for student-teacher interaction. The teacher provides a
secure and positive situation in which the student may examine his or
her work and gain immediate reassurance of its value. Revising is the
stage of writing in which the writer makes decisions about the rough
draft. I find the best way to help students with revising is through the
revision conference. Before the conference, I suggest that each student
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. reread his or her rough draft to see whether it says what was intended, if
it is in the most effective order, if anything was left out that might help
to make it clear, or if something not necessary was included. I have my
students wait twenty-four hours before they read the agh draft for the
first time. This lapse of time ,,Ives them a better perspective on their
writing. I arrange time for individual conferences with each student.
These are held on a specific day of the week, and I osually have at least
two other trained volunteers to help with conference.s.

At the beginning of each school year I check with the School
Resource Volunteer Program in our school district to find individuals
who would be interested in volunteering one day a week to help with stu-
dent revision conferences. In order to meet the needs of thirty students,
whether in elementary or middle school, it is necessary to have at least
three adults for these conferences. Whenever possible, I also invite
administrators to work with my students in revision or proofreading
conferences as I've found this is an opportunity for each to view the
other in a different educatioial setting where writing is the focus. The
more adults I have that are interested in my students' writing the more
help and encouragement the students receive. If I'm unable to find
volunteers through the School Resource Volunteer Program I discuss the
need with the parents of my students at our "Back to School" night in the
fall. Once I have volunteers we talk over the writing process in general,
the importance of each student's self image, and the kinds of questions
and statements that best .id students in revising their writing.

Before the student revision conferences, I discuss with the
volunteers the nature of the assignment with which they are going to be
workingeditorials, poems, short stories, etc,and we discuss student
objectives for this particular assignment. I believe that asking questions
is the most encouraging way to assist students in revising their writing.
Before the first revision conference, my aides and I discuss what kinds of
questions will help students expand and clarify their writing with respect
to audience and purpose. Next, we formulate questions for the second
revision conference. These questions are intended to help students
improve the sentence structure and focus on specifics of the writing.

We have revision conferences for every major writing assignment.
Once the rough drafts are completed and the students have read their
drafts, we are ready to begin. In elementary classes, time for confer-
ences is flexible, so I have the students make all the notations on their
rough drafts for possible revisions. They enjoy being the ones to use the
red pen, and it add., to their sense of control over their writing. Unless
the assignment is unusually long, these conferences last about three
minutes. The student reads the draft aloud to me or an aide. An impor-
tant function of revision is served when students hear their own voices
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reading their drafts. After the student has read the rough draft, I ask
two or three questions that will help expand or clarify the writing and
allow the student to play the role of expert. During the second revision
conference, I listen to the revised draft, acknowledge improvements, and
ask questions regarding sentence structure and specific aspects of the
writing.

At the middle school, I have the students read the drafts aloud to
an adult aide or me, but the notes regarding the revisions are written by
the person listening to the draft. The time constraint makes it impossible
for the student to read the draft, stop and write the comments, and be
finished in less than five minutes.

While students are waiting for revision conferences, I have them
work on a variety of activities that focus their attention on specific
aspects of their writing. Stack the Deck publishes a form that requires
students to write the first four words in each sentence, the verbs in the
sentence, the number of words in the sentence, and any adjectives or
other item selected by the teacher. This assignment helps students to see
if they have variety in sentence openings, if they are using active verbs,
if they are using a variety of verbs, if they have run-on sentences, if they
have variety in sentence length, and if they use varied adjectives. I

instruct students to fill in the form by transferring the necessary words
from their writing to the appropriate boxes. The activity itself helps stu-
dents ident;fy specific strengths and weaknesses of their writing along
with reviewing parts of speech. To aid students in writing more fluently,
a chart of transition words is posted in the classroom and attention is
directed to it during the revision process. Students are more interested
in working on the mechanics of writing when the assignment applies to
their own work as opposed to copying exercises -from a grammar book.
For this reason I teach the mechanics of writing in conjunction with
revising. An example of this type of assignment would be the circling of
all capital letters in the students' second revisions.

Self-esteem is strengthened in several ways during the revision pro-
cess. Initially, students benefit from reading their rough draft to the
teacher or aide. During the reading, students will often change wordings
because they hear imperfections. Being able to see and hear necessary
changes before the teacher offers suggestions gives the students a feeling
of being the first editor and critic of the ,piece. Furthermore, when stu-
dents have the full attention of the teacher as listener, they benefit from
the individual attention focused on something as personal as their writ-
ing. In additional revision conferences, students receive nrit only help
but also acknowledgement of the improvements in their writing.

The experiences of one child with one writing is illustrated in the
appendix. At the beginning Pam was reticent regarding any revisions of
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her writing, During the first revision conference she read the rough draft
of her story out loud to me. After the reading I asked Pam three ques-
tions: " Who is the main character in this story?" "Is there a way you can
make it more clear in regards to who is speaking?" and "I'm not sure I
understand the conflict in your story." Pam wrote some notes on her
rough draft. Pam and I then discussed the importance of characters in a
short story, and she decided to have the two chipmunks play a more

although
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prominent role in the story, especially in the development of the setting.
During the second revision conference, after Pam had read her revised
piece, I explained that in,several parts of the story I was still not sure
who was speaking. Again,"Pam made notations right on the draft. It was
apparent by watching and listening to Pam read her revised draft to her
writing group that she was pleased with the changes she had made in her
story. Her revisions made it clear who was speaking and emphasized the
conflict of the plot. The final draft of Pam's story was typed by a parent
volunteer and sent to her fifth grade pen pal. The writing of the short
story was done in conjunction with a unit of study on the short story in
our reading class. (Pam's complete sequence of drafts is included on pp.
111-125.)
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Participation in a "teacherless writing group" allows the student to
present his or her work before it is completed for publication in order to
note the reaction of an audience. Each student is both writer and critic.
After several meetings, writing groups develop strong interactive rela-
tionships that positively affect each member in the writing process and in
other activities. Writing groups provide the writer with response, show-
ing how others are affected by his or her writing, I use the "teacherless
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writing group" described by Peter Elbow in Writing Without Teachers to
get my fifth and eighth grade students to respond to each other's writing.
I find it useful for students to observe'a "teacherless writing group" with
experienced participants before the students are in a group. Before the
presentation, I explain the nature of the "teacherless writing group" and
present the following criteria:

(1) The writer of the piece does not apologize, defend, or explain
the content or purpose of the writing. (It is not appropriate to
say, "Gee, I had so much to do last night that I just wrote this
at the last minute and it really isn't very good.") The writer
can say if the piece is an excerpt from a larger piece of writ-
ing.

(2) After a responder has commented, it is not acceptable for the
writer to respond orally except to say thank you. This is prob-
ably one of the biggest temptations for students, to want to
explain something about their writing. I tell them, "If you
have to explain something about your writing orally, then it
isn't clear in the writing."

(3) The role of the responder is to respond to the writer and not
to other responders. Here again there is a temptation for stu-
dents to want to agree or disagree with the comments of other
responders.

The format and language of the formal writing group are highly
structured; so I supply pupils with a good model. The four participants
who demonstrate the "teacherless writing group," community volunteers
familiar with this model, all bring short pieces of writing to read. Four
chairs facing each other are in the center of the room for the denionstra-
tion. The process begins with one piece of writing being read by the
author. After the first.reading, the writer pauses for one minute while
the three responders note on paper a word or feeling that impressed
them during the reading. Then the writer reads the piece through again;
this time the responders take notes of words, combinations of words, or
impressions in detail. After the second reading, each responder in turn
tells the writer what he or she liked and what he or she didn't
understand. After each response is given, the writer thanks the
responder. When the writer has received comments from all the
responders, the next writer reads his or her piece of writing. This form
of a writing group is very positive and not judgmental. The writer finds
out what impressed his or her audience and what was not clear in the
writing. Once students have heard the language used for responding,
they can use that same language in their own writing groups, Two
important phrases are: "I like your use of ..." and "I didn't understand
what you meant by ...,"
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I have students participate in writing groups as soon as everyone
has a fairly polished piece of writing. The formation of the writing
groups is homogeneous or heterogeneous depending on the grade level.
At the elementary level, I form groups with students of similar reading
and writing abilities. In a self-contained elementary classroom there is a
wide range of abilities; therefore, it is less threatening for the members
and more interesting if skills are similar. It is important for all groups to
have both boys and girls in order to insure the group staying on task. It
also gives student writers a broader perspective. When I am selecting the
members of the groups, I take into consideration the personalities and
social skills of the students. Each group has a leader. It is the job of the
leader to decide who will read first and to make sure the correct pro-
cedures are followed. I choose the boy or girl who will most benefit
from the experience. (The leaders usually turn out to be students who
are the least assertive in the classroom.)

At the middle school level, I use a different process for determining
the composition of the groups. Since my students are already grouped in
triads, which are composed of members with varying abilities, all I do is
increase each triad by one member for the writing groups. Since hetero-
geneous grouping is successful in eighth grade, I can fill out the triads
based on the best combinations of personalities. In either fifth or eighth
grade the groups need to be limited to four to six members.

We have our first writing group sessions during the second month
of school. The initial meeting of the groups is more positive if the pieces
of writing are drafts written as a result of a common prewriting experi-
ence. Students bring their pieces of writing and scratch paper to their
writing groups. Each student has the responsibility of writing the
responses or comments to his or her piece of writing right on the draft.
The responses each makes to the writing of other group members is
written on scratch paper, read aloud at the appropriate times, and the
pieces of paper are handed to me at the close of the session. I file the
scratch papers in special folders I keep for each writing. This process
serves two purposes. First, it reinforces the seriousness of the activity,
and secondly, it provides a way for me to monitor the kinds of responses
that are being given to the writers. During the first writing group ses-
sion, I move from group to group, so that by the end of the hour I have
spent at least ten minutes sitting with each group. I try to arrange for
another teacher or volunteer aide to help me make these observations.
This initial session of the writing groups is the time to reinforce proper
procedures and appropriate behavior. Since all the groups do n )t finish
at the same time, I have students take books to read when they are
through or paper to begin the final revision of the draft. An additional
activity during this time is for writers to help each other within their
groups. This is strictly voluntary and should be initiated by the students
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Reaction to Writing Groups

Tracy hesitated to volunteer orally in class but wrote fluerly and
was an enthusiastic member of her writing group. She explained ,

her reaction to group work in a focused free writing:
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Jennifer would seldom write more than a few lines in free writing,
but when her writing was something she was going to share she
produced quite lengthy drafts.
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Fifth Grade
Judy had a positive attitude about writing. She was one of the first
students to elicit help with her writing from other members of her
writing group,
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Heather enjoyed writing and made use of the responses from her
writing group in her revisions.
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Denny was not afraid of revising. During the course of the year
many times he would take a single idea from his rough draft or
start over completely during the revision process.
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Self-esteem is enhanced in writing groups because the writer has
the opportunity to hear several times what aspects of his or her writing
impressed other students. This praise is most reinforcing. Because stu-
dents experience numerous roles (listener, responder, reader, and writer)
they have opportunities for several kinds of success. Writing groups
foster success because everyone can read his or her own writing, and
during this activity the responders are listening and not looking at pen-
manship or spellin.g. Furthermore, because the students participated in
the prewriting, drafting, and revising stages of writing,each has some-
thing to read of which he or she can be proud. Finally, being in a writing
group focuses attention on individual writing and provides positive
response for all members.

7I
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Proofreadins

The stage of proofreading provides a final opportunity for the stu-
dents to discuss their papers with the teacher before the publication of
the writing.

Proofreading is the correction, of mechanical errors in the revision
preceding the final draft. I schedule proofreading conferences for all stu-
dents before they write their final drafts. If possible I arrange to have
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several aides assist with the conter..-...es. This is an excellent opportunity
for administrators desiring to know students on another level to work in
the classroom, I have dictionaries and language or grammar textbooks
available for each conference. A chart is posted in the classroom with
the symbols used for correcting, I discuss these symbols before the first
proofreading conference so that the students are familiar with their
meaning.

MARK

/*\

PROOFREADING MARKS
PURPOSE EXAMPLE

something left out What is your nameoq

wrong letter or
punctuation mark

Halloween is in Atober

misspelled word Did you this?

new paragraph ...after dinner.qhhe
next morning,

margin cMy dog's name is Sam.
He has black spots

and a wet nose.

We prepare for the proofreading conferences by discussing the fact
that errors distract the reader from the message the write is trying to
project. At the fifth grade level students read their own drafts before the
conference to see if they can catch any errors. At the eighth grade level
all members of a triad read the drafts in their triad prior to the proofread-
ing conference. We view this procedure as six eyes being better than two
for locating mechanical errors, Once students have proofread their own
work, they are ready for a proofreading conference. The student uses
the red pen to make proofreading marks or to note pages in the language
or grammar book they will need as a resource for corrections. We use
this conference as a learning experience. When students make their own
corrections in dialogue with the teacher, they feel more positive about
correcting the mechanics than if they received a paper already marked in
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red. The proofreading conference is a final chance for changes in con-
tent, wording, or form before the publication stage.

Feelings of self-confidence build when students recognize that the
"cleaning up" stage will enable them to write a more polished final draft.
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The final phase in the writing process is publication, sharing one's
writing with another. The forms of publication can be as simple as
handing the writing to the teacher, or as elaborate as preparing the writ-
ing for publication in book form. I have seen the greatest rewards occur
for the writer when he or she identifies the audience in the prewriting
stage and ultimately personally presents the publication to that audience.
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I discuss the various forms of publication with my students and
provid4 them with a variety of ways to publish during the year. The ini-
tial r!hscissien of major writing assignments includes identification of
audie. Id purpose and form of publication. Writing sent to a secret
pal or layed in the school as a paper or booklet gives the writer a
feeling accomplishment. I use the following avenues of publication at
the fifth and eighth grade levels,

BOOKS AS PUBLICATION:

We write and publish Halloween books for first graders. I usethe
reading of Halloween poetry and first grade primers as the prewriting
experience. The poetry allows pupils to gain a rich vocabulary while the
firs' grade materials acquaint the pupils with appropriate sentence length.

Two revision conferences follow the writing of the rough draft, and
then students share their work in writing groups. After the proofreading
conferences, students do mock -ups of their books using newsprint.
Doing mock-ups gives pupils a chance to determine the layout for their
books. Once mock-ups are finished, we proofread again for mechanical
errors before beginning final copy. During the illustrating and assem-
bling of the books, students help each other in setting up layouts. The
willing artists help during this activity by suggesting and making designs.
Once the books are written and illustrated, students design the title pages
and covers. The students dedicate their books to specific first graders,
choosing names from class lists. On Halloween we visit the first grade
classrooms. Each first grader receives a book dedicated to him or her.
The fifth or 'eighth graders make the pi entations by reading the first
grader's name, and then taking the student aside to read the book aloud
to him or her. As soon as possible after the presentations, we discuss
the experience. Students enjoy meeting and reading to the first graders
and are anxious to share details of how the young students reacted to
their books. One eighth grade girl told how her first grader hugged her
when she finished readi the story and wanted the story to be read again
and again. First grade teachers used this activity as a stimulus for writing
thank you letters to the authors. An important reward of this experience
is the one-to-one contact between the students as "authors" and their
"readers." (Samples from the children's Halloween books are included on
pp. 126-135.)

There are different rewards for a single publication that results from
the efforts of the whole class. A vivid experience developed for my stu-
dents as a result of the dedication oi our new school building. I had the
fifth grade news stories of our elementary school's dedication typed and
laminated on separate pages. (A description of the process is found on
page 100.) The students assembled and presented the commemorative
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volume to the principal as a surprise. His response, a letter of apprecia-
tion, was significant to each member of the group because each had con-
tributed to the project. The working together to produce the book, in
which they all took pride, had a recognizable effect on the dynamics of
the group. The sense 'of respect that the group held for the individual
members was felt in later group experiences. (Sample pages from our
dedication book are found on pp. 136-139.)

My fifth grade students also benefit from another cross-grade pro-
ject, books written by high school expository writing classes. In the fall I
contact the English department at our high school to see if any teachers
are interested in having their expository writing classes work on rewriting
social studies, science, and health materials for elementary students. I

provide readability scales and word lists for the high school writers. The
purpose of rewriting materials in these nonfiction areas is two-fold. First,
there is a need for high interest, low readability materials, and secondly,
students with special learning needs may require non-fiction materials
using rebus or other writing techniques to maintain their interest. When
the books are completed the high school students receive certificates of
award notifying them that their book has been published and cataloged
and is available for check out in our three elementary libraries. The
readers benefit from materials written specifically to interest them, and
the writers' sense of self-esteem is increased by the feeling of contrib-
uting meaningfully. (Two examples of books by the high school students
are found on pp. 140-149.)

LETTERS AS PUBLICATION

Eighth grade students are willing to practice writing by writing
letters anonymously to unknown fifth graders. I obtain fifth grade ;lass
lists from willing-teachers in our district. The names are disguised in
anagrams. Not until the end of the year, when the fifth grade students
are introduced to the middle school by their pen pal eighth graders, are
the true names revealed. Each student involved writes two letters and
receives two answers. There are motivational rewards in this interaction.
I suggest various topics for the writing and help the writer refine the
focus of the letter. In some cases, students Choose to include short
stories or poems. The examples of the eighth grade short stories and the
fifth grade responses (included on pp. 150.156 below) verify the value of
the interchange between the students of different ages.

After enthusiastic exchange of letters had been promoted by the
Halloween books written by eighth graders for first graders, the first
grade teacher asked if the eighth grade class would consider writing
answc to Santa Claus letters. The response from my eighth grade class
was overwhelming! Not only did my class want to write letters from
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Santa Claus to the first graders, most of my students wanted to answer
the particular first grader for whom they had written the Halloween book.
During the prewriting stage we read all the Dear Santa letters and brain-
stormed for seasonal words that would be good to include in the return
letters. We discussed the fact that it would not be fair to promise any
child a particular toy, no matter how tempting it might be, because they
might be disappointed. We also discussed the fact that most first graders
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believe in Santa Claus. The letters were written on stationery without
lines, decorated, and addressed to the first graders. Once the letters were
delivered to the school, the first grade teacher put them in the freezer so
they woulc. be cold when they were opened by the first graders. The first
grade teacher received many calls from parents saying how much their
youngsters had appreciated a personal letter from Santa.

In the eighth grade I teach the business letter form by having stu-
dents write letters of application for fictitious summer jobs. Several
categories of jobs are available, and I assign a specific job for members of
each writing group. Each member writes an individual letter. The
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prewriting activity for this assignment includes a discussion of what
employers look for in letters of application and hints on how to market
work skills in letters. The audience and purpose of the assignment are
established. The sequence from prewriting to publication is followed.
When the letters of application are complete, I sort them into job
categories. Letters for one type of job are given to each writing group
whose job it is to select a winner. The letters are read orally and silently
in order to check for form and mechanics. Since pseudonyms are used
by the writers, the chance of a winner being picked on the basis of per-
sonality or popularity is very slim. Also, letters in one eighth grade class
may be read by a different class in order to further assure anonymity.
After the writing groups have selected winners in all the categories, we
have an awards ceremony in each class and contracts are awarded to the
recipient of each job. The winning letters and contracts with the real
names of the writers are displayed in the school hall as a form of publica-
tion. This activity is an adaption of an assignment used by fellow teacher
Mary Kollar. Mary has her high school seniors apply for college scholar-
ships.

LETTERS OF Aliwcavo,

NOTE: Use ucloo

Two; things'0'010

O Whitti.

PAINTING A PIA:

Past experience

2, References

3. Equipment

4. Age

5. Transportation

6, Pay

7, Why do you want this; Job?

YARD WORK (Time involved - once u week, for the: summer)

1. Past experience

2. References

3. Equipment
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4. Age

5. Transportation

6. Pay

7. Why do you want this job?

BABY SITTING (Time involved - 3 hours daily)

1. Special talents with children
2. Pay

3. Number of children you can care.for at one time
4. How you would handle an emergency such as a fire or injury

5. Age

6. Past experience

7. Transportation

CAR WASHING

1. Equipment

2. Pay

3. Techniques you use to do a superior job

4. Special services you have to offer, such as waxing or vacuuming

5. References

6. Why do you want this job?

BIRTHDAY PARTY SERVICE

1. Past experience

2. Pay

3. References

4. Age

5. Transportation

6. Examples of exciting themes or ideas for birthday parties

HOUSE SERVICE (Time involved - 4 weeks)

1. Plant care

2. Taking in the mail

3. Sweep the walk

4. Handling the house keys

5. Feeding the pets
6. Chemicals in the hot tub
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Pay

References .:

citost.pft*olyoiy.
1. yOu,.c.s4:'careigr ;(rabbits, : :d

12 ateutwo tiniest;
:price la

aili-:rabbit

15: t ciitin":0114ou

flOC:001.

17. Y

$.-: ferences'""',

This assignment is fun and generates practice in reading, writing,
group dynamics, and decision making. There are inherent opportunities
for all participants to feel good about themselves whether or not they
receive the imaginary contracts.

Letter of ApplicationStudent Examples

Mr. Wallace Stjern
Super Employment Pliancy
100 Winslow P1 N. E.
Bainbridge Is., Ws. 98110

Dear Mr. Stern:

I as applying for your birthday party service. I want this job
for two main reasons. One, I need the money, and two, I love kids.

I have had some experience with birthday parties. I've helped
my mom with my little brother's birthday parties by doing face
painting, puppet shows, and organising hams. I've had alot
of experience with children and know what they like. I've
aided in a second grade class, babyeat in my church nursery,
and I have a younger brother.

I have some ideas for party themes: the ever-popular
clown theme (face painting, puppet shows), the haunted house
(a Halloween type settinn i activities), outer space (little
green men; making space weapons), fun i games (backyard olympics),
and many others.

I would be willing to work for $4.50 an hour, or $10.00
-$15.00 per party. It's up to you what I work for out of the
two.

I have references, and I feel that I'm very well qualified.
It, references are:

1. Mies Lenda Denny P Ordway E1em. (842-4752)
2. Mrs. Russell El 7652 Sakor Hill Dr. (842-4326)
3. The Neighborhood Church (842-7426

Very truly yours,

777.4;0.- //hervari
Dina Thompson

Eighth Grade
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FROM NOVEL TO SCREEN

Eighth grade students in my school study the elements of the
novel. I provide copies of six to eight titles suitable for adolescent
readers of varying abilities. The novels are selected for both challenge
and entertainment. When the student selects a title, he or she is
automatically part of a study group with others who read the same novel.

After reading the books, students meet to discuss writing a script
based on the novel. This discussion is a prewriting activity. Each group
collectively produces one rough draft. The teacher meets with the group
for revisions and proofreading. Together they prepare the final script.
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Students illustrate the script with drawings and photographs. Thirty-five
millimeter slides are taken of the illustrations. The script is taped by stu-
dent performers. The ultimate publication of the writing is a slide/tape
show. This experience brings together the elements of both communica-
tion skills and creativity. There are rich returns of satisfaction for stu-
dents in the roles of writers, artists, and producers.

FROM NOVEL TO SCREEN

PURPOSE: To motivate students in the area of novel reading

TIME: Two-three months

GOALS: To select an adolescent novel for common reading, with. five
to six other students

To write a group script based on the theme of the novel

To participate in the illustration of the. script.

To partitipateinthe'creation,efa slide4apepresentation

To host a book - festival where clatietlide/tape 'presentations:
are viewed":by:parents and administration:

Active .Coneepitand 'Skills

* Reading
* Writing
*Photography :.

OtWuliOni....

Strategies for Teacher

FIRST WEEK:
Gather multiple copies of six to eight adolescent novels of vary-
ing reading levels.

Help students select novels that can both challenge and entertain
them.

Meet with novel, groups to set deadlines for the various Oplases:of:,
this project.'

FOURTH WEEK:
Assist the novel groups in organizing their collective script writ-
ing.
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Discuss with each novel 'grou ,the cameo or message of their,
boPlc,

'Help groups. wit.h, the r
should contain some
insights,

FIFTH WEEK:
First revision Co

SIXTH WEEK:
Second revision,

SEVENTH WEEK:
Proof

'EIGHTH

NINTH WEEK:
"Arrange for

Help st uden

TNTHWE
Help.1
rehearse

Help
and .ndlninligti
punch).

ELEVENTH
Hold BOO Netiv.111
aims 'for parents,

Assist refreshment.

TQom.
STUDENT TASKS:

* Select a novel for Common

* Discuss the novel with grou
include plot summary p

* Work with novel group to write

* Meet as a group with the teacher fuIIst
draft, first reVision, second revision. IS PrOoff

r.11,1 f$.

for discussion
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* Help with the taping of the script,
* Assist with the 'illustration of the script, photographing, and

developing.

* Practice the presentation with the slides and tape.

* Volunteer for 'the committee on invitation writing, refreshments, or
clean-up.

TEACHER TASKS:

* These are listed in Strategies for Teacher. However, there are
several tasks that could be the responsibility of volunteer aides,
parents, or paraprofessionals.

DELEGATED TASKS:

* Assisting with discusSion groups.

* Helping with drafting, revision, and proofreading conferences.

* Gathering various materials for the illustrations of the scripts.

* Assisting with. the taping of, the 'scripts and the photographing of the
illustrations.

* Helping to organize the committees.

* Attending the Book Festival and assisting the different novel groups
with their presentations.

BOOK REPORTS AS PUBLICATION

At fifth and eighth grade I use the writing of book reports as a form
of' publication. In fifth grade I suggest seven categories of books for
reading and reporting. The report for each hook includes a short written
Form to be filled out by the student and the completion of a creative
activity. The activities were designed for students by Karen Beierle, a
Former classroom teacher and school volunteer, who has a special talent
for creating assignments that are both educational and enjoyable. The
reports are displayed in the room as a form of publication. (Activity
Cards for book report projects are included on pp. 157-162.)

Eighth graders write reports, have oral book report conferences
with me based on the reports, and file the reports in categorized files to
he read by other students as hook previews. Motivation for reading and
reporting is generated by an Auction project in which :students earn credit
For each book read in the form of "money," which is "banked" and later
used to hid on items donated by famous people.

On the first day of school my students met in groups to decide what
famous people they would like to contact by letter to request a donation.
The groups included students interested in contacting famous people in

J 6r
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sports, music, politics, television, and other fields, Letters were sent to
three hundred people, a hundred names for each of my three eighth
grade. classes. During the year we received a hundred and fifty responses
from different groups and individuals. As the items came in I showed
them to the students and then stored them for t' action.

By May each class had a date for a pot-luck dinner to be held at my
home in conjunction with each auction. I contacted three auctioneers
and, with the help of many parents and all the students, each class
hosted an evening during which over a hundred fifty items were auc-
tioned. A few of our "treasures" are listed below to illustrate the dona-
tions we received:

Signed photographs from Erma Bombeck, Dustin Hoffman, Loni
Anderson, John Travolta, Erik Estrada, Johnny Carson, Cheryl Tiegs, Al
Hirt, Roger Stauback, Robert Wagner, Bo Derek, The Dallas Cheer-
leaders, Cheryl Ladd and many others; a set of two colored 8x10 pictures
of Mickey Mouse and Pluto, Red Adair hat, Gilda Radner paper doll
book, book from Mad (paper back), book Not All Your Laughter Not All
Your Tears by Steve Allen (hard back), Real People button, scarf from
Betty Ford, letter from Senator Slade Gorton, Cousteau Society member-
ship, Bob Hope key chain, visor hat from Avon Tennis autographed by
Tracy Austin, signed script from Barney Miller,. book from Laurence
Welk, small picture of former President Nixon and Mrs. Nixon, letter
from Egypt with card from Sadat.

The money the students used was designed by them, and the
amount each student hP.d to upend at the auction was based on the
number of book reports completed during the year. Back in class, after
each auction, students wrote letters of thanks and appreciation to the
famous people who had donated items, to the parents who had helped,
and to the auctioneers. From all points of view the project was a success!
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To understanl and participate in an auction.

To demonstrate knowledge of letter writing skills through
the writing of letters of thank you to all donors after the
auction.

To participate in the organiiation of a potluck dinner.

To understand the appropriate -mapners used at a social
function.

To improve book reporting skills, written and oral.

Active Concepts and Skills

* Reading
* Economics
* Organizing
* Reporting

* Decision Making
* Writing.
* Socializing

Strategies for Teacher

FIRST WEEK:
Begin the "Auction" reading program by eliciting names of
famous people from the class. Items donated by these individu-
als will be bid on by the students at an auction to be held at the
end of'the year.

Visit a bank and explain the reading program and request can-
celled bank books to be used to record student, reading progress.

Issue bank books to students. Credit will be recorded upon the
successful completion, of book report forms and individual
conferences with the teacher.

Explain the two book reporting forms being, used for this pro-
gram. The book report forms are a writing assignment whose
purpose is to inform other students about books. The audience
is eighth grade reading students.

FIRST WEEK & CONTINUE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR:
The teacher holds , individual student conferences during which
the student reads and discusses the form with the teacher. The
student brings the book that is being reported in order to read
orally to the teacher any passages that support responses on the

form. Teacher credits reading bank book.
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THIRD WEEK:
Write:and mail the letters to 'the famous people asking for '''a
donation. The letter. should include the ,.purpose of the reading

DURING THE YEAR
Categorize and reco steins
tinned

Contact auctioneers and make the

Organize'classroom co
.

HO104:'pre-anclinn:in
%vitkthe.:auCtiOrt:,;t,

.

..,"

Host, the. "Alt

Organize students
donors after the arses

ou'letters wall

STUDENT TASK

*. Read a wide variet)!nf'fiction an110 * on atd: Material:

p. Report . on your:readingi' through the.completion.,or apprOpriate
book report 'forMs and oral .eonferences. The'iudlenee 'to'whom
you are writing, the boohreriortkla; your ':elghth gradeiel

Participate in small iliscuseloit'groups. at the beginning of this pro-
ject and small and large,discussion.groups theendnf the project.

* Bring three stamped envelopes to be used' for the mailing,'of the
letters to the famous people.;

*tontribute names of famous people INA! are interested in having
receive a letter,:

* Help ,plan the "Auction" potluck dinner.

* Be prepared to 'bid at the auction and partake of the meal,

1' Write at least o_no_thank_you letter to an auction 'donor,

TEACHER TASKS:

* These are listed in,. Strategies fir Teacher. However, there are
metal tasks that could be the responsibility of" volunteer aides,
parents, or paraprofessionals.

DELEGATED TASKS:

* Typing of the letters to be mailed.to the famous people.
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* Locating the addresses of the famous people.

* Addressing .the envelopes.

* Holding book reporting conferences with the students and recording
their credit in the students' reading bank account books.

* Categorizing and recording incoming donations of items to be auc-
tioned.

* Assisting with the pre-auction.

* Assisting with the writing of the thank you letters.

Sample Auction Letter

Eighth Graders Read To Earn Credit To Be Used At Auction

As a middle school reading teacher, I feel it is important to have ar,
incentive reading program for my students. It is my goal to encourage
leisure reading while building good reading skills. This year I've planned
a special "Famous People Auction," and the,students have asked that you
be included.

Students are receiving credit in bank books for reading books and
successfully completing book reports. The credit is deposited into their
"savings accounts" to be withdrawn on ".auction Day."

The auction will include items from those well-known people who
choose to make a contribution. Would you he willing to reward these,
hard-working students? Any contributions will be gratefully received.
Some suggestions are:

* Autographed picture or biography

* Letter of congratulations

* Personal memento

* White Elephant (you might consider giving an unneeded item a
good home)

* Personal belonlois (tie clasp, bracelet)

As the exciting packages arrive, reading will certainly stay alive in
my class.

Thank you for considering taking part in this educational project.

Sincerely,

W. Lynn Howgas.e
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Sample Book Report FormFlfth Grade

NAVIN LEAGUE HOOTS 200x REPORT

My Hamel Dates

Name of Category) (Pleas circle one)

Mystery history adventure science biography sports fantasy

Title of looks

Authors

illustrators Nueber of pages

Type of book report you did for this book,

Write short summery of this books

THIS SHEET IS NEEDED FOR CREDIT!

Book ReportStudent ExamplesEighth Grade

FICTION

CIRCLE YOUR CATEGORY I (A-OVERTURE )117571117 FANTASY SPORTS - FICTION FICTION/0711ER

T Inlet ___,mjS)

AMOR' Ark; itt.
ILLUSTWORLAjlok PACES' lu
DEFINE YOUR CATEGORY I iN aMt

JUST trT YOUR CATEGORY -tia,a01
0-V43)
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1/PDESCRIU THE PART OF THE BOOK THAT WAS THE MOST EXCITING TO YOU:
J. I,:1' u°

rre e- ti to. i trel

tiv
R FAVORITE C1ACTER A : nWHO WAS YOU (1 CL cAriA

WOULD YOU RECOMEND THIS BOOK? ! WHY OR WHY NOT? .L1 vtAn
1

WRIT/ FIVE QUESTIONS THAT YOU HAVE AS A RESULT OF READING THIS ROM

_kr i Ir r46113611A4 7L.

2. 1-4.m..) 0_,L0 04A cre.

3. 13.1.A144, &Lep fif Ant LY 9 1,4
4

S. -1

IS DEPOSITED TO THE ACCOUNT OF

PLEDGE: OH MY HONOR I READ THIS BOOR FOR THE FIRST TIME THIS YEAR

SIGNED ,...-.4:21r.e.."--A"=gw/

CIRCLE YOUR CATEGORY: BIOGRAPHY

TITLE: 1-114/Y1

NON FICTION

SCIENCE NONFICTION/OTHER

AUTHOR: 722...1.11A.44.s IlfEA3.41)/
ILLUSTRATOR: . a 14 PAGES 3 Li-

DEFINE YOUR CATLGOR

7' 7,, MI

f&tildLisZt6s-a
411

varA4
JUSTIFY YOUR CATEGORY: -.111PrILL .../feitagarlda,ita,
J.,,, -yy L., Ai Lt.. 1, ..t.1. 6; (2,,,,,,mm. 4.14:,1,- .44./E1.4,

4Lecat_...SerwEr_vifahar._.___..184...

11 1 leide
DESCRIBE THE PART OF THZ BOOR THAT WAS 111E MOST INTERESTING TO YOU: L.

2?:1 l l

at/it. .411/ iLut Aidiff_-11A4
ows

L ST ONE NEW THING YOU LEARNED READING THIS SOOKot), AnL."4"1 Aka, _kr ,dL

WOULD YOU RECOITMND THIS BOOR? IAtI OR WHY NOTI.etteAALAo. JeArklijitzdk

2.41. -ri

WRITE FIE QUESTIONS 111AT YOU HAVE AS A RESULT OF READING THIS ROOK:

1

4.44,4404,.oLtr -tALder. ffszt
4.

5 .2t211_-.4d2ftkAi.
5

.4.4
Tr,

IS DEPOSITED TO THE ACCOUNT OF

PLEDGE) ON NY HONOR I READ THIS BOOK FOR

SIGNED

7
:je.K.I....4;g0AA

-;

Xliasteg

THE FIRST TIME THIS YEaR
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POETRY AND PUBLICATION:

Writing poetry strengthens the use of vocabulary, imagining, struc-
ture, form, and sensitivity.

I introduce my eighth grade students to five types of poems: five-
sense poems, metaphor and simile poems, strong noun and verb poems,
pictures as poems, and poems as letters. These poetry assignments were
developed for eighth grade classroom use by Nancy Rekow, a Bainbridge
Island poet, who writes and teaches poetry. The purpbse of these
assignments is expressive writing. The audience is readers of the
school's creative writing publication, "Spring Shadows." These assign-
ments are also published by the students in individual poetry books com-
pleted for class.

Each week for five weeks, students write, revise and share with
their writing groups five types of poems. During the revision stage the
poetry revision sheet of fellow teacher Jan Johnson guides students
through several specific self-evaluation steps. At the end of the five
weeks, students discuss their poems with the teacher in order to review
assignment criteria and mechanics. The final stage is a creative publica-
tion including color, illustrations, and binding.

SUGGESTIONS

He vivid by s
yOur: own P)(PetiePc

Be original' in ,stth
OWN WAY);

Use interestintword-innn

Be concretesand.'n0...aOstrac( 0.104*
lion, freedom,

Create, an ,intage

Use metaphor. andlirnile,..

Be tight,:andconolse.,-w4h:yeur',..wOr

Use nouns, and active "verbs 4tvni4

Use complete sentences, (NOW Sentenees can be Many. lines)ong.
13reak a line when you pause or after a,strong word.)
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No need to rhyme or use a,particular form...

Create a title for:your;

Be crazy, fantastic, ntiitqloits and, a

Poetry ,AsoignMent
.wRITE. A roptQFPAE.YIVE 'SENS

Write a poem that captures a ,r00,ineiW:lh:Y011f;1
Make....rout

Make it Iike, Photographeicept.',:y
All you-haveikyOUr MOM

Use .complete,..,Sehtenpe*:;:,
lines long).: :'"

Punctuate art You 'norptiallyWoul .

DOn'tuse rhyme.

Try to use your own,originatwords, hot ovit.fraybed words_.

Don't use too many adjectives, Let nouns an
work.

Title your poem if you can.

You can use separate stanzas as you Would use paragraphs.

Read over what you have written. ,Litten/0 'the opund of the words.
Make changes that seem toelp.

*******44********,g,**,*****************

USE ALL,YOUR. FIVE SENSES IN, THEPOEM:

What do you see?
What do you touch (or what touches you)?
What do you hear?
What do you taste?
What do you smell?
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Fill the poem with as many sense impressions as you ean. This brings
the memory alive for your reader..

(live your poem a setting:. tell where and when the poem is happening.
Tell who is there and what is. happening,

Use as much specific, real, concrete detail as you cam

* * ** * * *WO

(Assignment is a composite, using some basic ideas from James Mitsui,
poet and English teacher, Lindbergh High School, Renton; Washington.)
Are no *noon 1 /.ra.401. 1 110....1110111.1......11,11.

Poetry Assignment #2
METAPHORS AND SIMPLES

Metaphors and similes help .make writing exciting and vivid. Metaphors
and similes are ways of comparing one thing to something else. Similes
use the words like or as in the comparison, but metaphors do not. Every
day your mind thinks up plenty of similes and metaphors. Remember
them for your writing.

For next week you have a two-part assignment:

(1) Complete the attached Comparison Poem to help you get used to
writing metaphot's and similes. Then...

(2) Write a poem on any subject you want. Something you know a lot
about works welt. USE A T LEAST THREE SIMILES OR META.
,PHORS IN YOUR POEM Remember that it's great to make
things up, even be wild and crazy in writing, But just make sure if
you make things up you make them seem real by using details and
sense impressions. l3 SURE TO TITLE YOUR POEM AND. TO
USE COMPLETE SENTENCES.

Here are some possible subjects for poems or you may choose your
own subject,

my grandmother's house
the horrible day
the luckiest day
last night
nightmare
last summer
when I ran away

72
(

the old house
my room
my most precious belonging
the meanest person I know
school bus
the trouble with brothers
the trouble with sisters



what makes me mad,
I used lo be

t !like. about !Ilajnbri
and

strawberry picking. ..
when :watiost
the book I.went Into'
the woret thin° ever,
the basenient.
the attic

,iwitatI'd like, to be instead ottne
why paperwasn't done.

e as

His feet smelled
The +asted`1#ita fir;_
The

against my
His eyes turned into
He had eyes of
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Poetry Assignment #3
POEMS WITH STRONG NOUNS AND VERBS

Nouns and verbs are the most important words in your writing. They are
like the basic skeleton of what you write. If you use strong nouns and
verbs in your poems and other writing, your sentences come alive.

Attached is a list of some strong nouns and some strong verbs. Go
through the list and choose your words: choose eight nouns you want to
work with and eight verbs you want to work with. Try for variety; don't
pick all of one kind. In fact, try for some words that don't ordinarily go
togetherthat will make your poem interesting. If you want to use a
noun or verb not on the list, all right. Just make sure it's a strong one.

Now take your list of eight,nouns and eight verbs and use them all in a
poem. You may want to experiment around for a while with them.
Make the poem strange, mysterious, evocative. Make the poem come
alive for the reader. Use some sense impressions if you can., (Follow
the same general rules about sentences, no rhyme, stanzas, etc. that you
followed last week) Have fun with the nouns and verbs and appreciate
them. They will do a lot of the work for you.

In your poem, have either just a few adjectives, or, preferable, no adjec-
tives at all! (But colors ore okay if you need them, or want them.)

Don't try to write a long poem. A shorter one is fine this timetwenty
or twenty-five lines would be maximum. But work to make every sen-
tence vivid.

ENJOY YOURSELF!

***************************

(Assignment is from Nancy Rekow, poet and author, Bainbridge Island,
Washington)

STRONG NOUNS

night but moon knee
day wall sun foot
morning roof tail hand
noon floor hand neck
house window arm stone
tower shed finger rock
castle star leg pebble
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tree .ocean- bench, Wave
flower : son, bed Vass
seed , .water owl
bud drop 'r,covt
wood. food horse
bush bread dragon
stalk apple dog
trunk : butter c
leaf Milk ,,;° lion
root cup seal
earth ,glass
dirt iron
nail spoon
hill - fork
mountain plate
valley :pitcher
plain 'stairs
creek

, sand
river 'table
lake chair

growl
scream
screech
stomp
howl
canter
hammer
sing
whisper
shout
cry
bleed
cut
sleep
poke
swim
carry
tug
itch
budge
braid

carve
howl
lift
drop
blink
hide
sniff
rumble
grumble
grab
hold
crunch
ea rry
tie
pick
munch
chew
swallow
lick
jog
ride

STRONG ,V

fill
tug

plant pull
'squint slide
soar
fly slither
tunnel call
run yell
race sing
sink yodel
lie chant
stand play
sit race
bathe " 'whistle
wirsh hand
act clink
cook jangle
spit smell
feel touch
walk bash
burp nudge

- 7 5 -
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smooth chisel creep hear
hit lie grab crawl
snore push;

Poetry Assignment #4
THE POEM IN THE PICTURE

1. Choose a picture from the newspaper or a magazine.

2. Carefully cut your picture out and mount it on a piece of paper.
* * This is very importe.nt as this picture will be in your poetry

book!

3. Now write a poem about your picture. Lend your voice to the pic-
ture so that the picture can tell its story.
a. You may tell a story in your poem.

b. Find some new elements or dimensions that we don't see just
by looking at the picture.

c. You may make things upin fact you're encouraged to do so,
Try for some magic or mystery.

d. You may approach the picture from any viewpoint. For ex-
ample, write the poem as yourself or as someone or some-
thing in the picture.

e. Remember: TITLE
COMPLETE SENTENCES
LINE BREAKS
VIVIDNESS

Specific Details
Sense Impressions
Comparisons-(similes and metaphors)
Strong Nouns and Verbs

**************************

(Basic assignment is from Whole Word Catalogue 2, pp. 120.124, "Partici-
patory Pieces: Getting into Images" by Alan Ziegler.)

Poetry Assignment #5
LETTER POEMS

Write a letter that carronlY be sent as a poem.

Write your letter-poem to either:

I. an object

2. a friend or relative who has died

7()
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3. a person from history or from a book .

imagination' and let, yelirieit 110. f, 'sad'Or truthful :ur fuunP

'What or whom you write to:and,' met or'sorneOne linteristIng to,
whateveryOu `Ohoose..:'you:can., Ions If you 'inn ;ThInk'"abotrt.

This letter-poem is a place. where, as k dreamt some. wild

,
, interesting

,

you...
Rememberto 'Use d i ' ..0 u want)

Remember sense .impressions,:

ej>

(Basic assignment 'from
and Dialogues" by Alan Zie to

POETRY REVISION. SHEE
,

Name Poem 'Title

1. Does your poem sound. special to you:-when' you read' it aloud?
Does it make sense, even ,viid and',91014:

.1 a. If the answer isles, continue number:2.
b. If no throw, out words, lines,oradd new ones. 'Perhaps put

the lines in a different order. Maybe the last rather
than showomit them. 'Or tako a few of yOur best ideas out
and start a. fresh -poem with 'them Then'continuerto number

. 2.

2. Is every Sentence a complete thought?

a. If the answer is yes, continue to number 3.
b. If no: fix the fragments by adding strong verbs. Be suspicious

of lilt; words at the beginning of lines, or P,/on in the middle
if helping' verbs are not used, These one jnal a fragment.
Mark an S or F by each sentence.

3. Did you avoid vague, general words likOsoul, heart, love, depression,
unhappiness, freedom, happy, like?

- 77 -
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a. If the answer is yes, continue to number 4.

b. If' no: make changes to specilt: images and'concrete. words.

4. Are strong nouns and verbs used?

a. If the answer is yes, continue to number 5.

b. If no: underline all main verbs and nouns in your poem.
Make changes with a Thesaurus or your imagination,

5. Are the five senses considered wherever appropriate? Write the
number of senses used in the lower left corner of your rough draft.
Should you use other senses?

a. If the answer is yes, continue to number 6.

b. If no: woi k the use of other senses into your poem nataally.
6. Are metaphors and similes used in fresh Ways? Are you certain th

ones you used are not cliches? Mark the metaphors and similes o
your page with a m/s to help you decide if you used any or ne

_ .more.

a. If the answer is yes, continue to number 7.

b. If no consider if and where they could be ?lidded.

7. Did you show by an image, not tell by an abstraction?

a. If the answer is yes, you're almost done. Continue to nu
8.

b. If no: you ne to rewrite some entire lines again. Start
at number 2.

8. Did you give your a oem a strong title?
a, if the answer is es, write the final draft.

b. If no: write one, and then you are ready for the final d

(Stimulus poems for each assignment, student examples o
including lirst clralt.;and ;.in example ol' one student's poetry
11::luded on pp. 163- 182.

n
d

tuber

again

raft.

I. each-
hook aro.



Conclusion

In my twelve years.of language arts teaching, I have had no experi-
ence that affected me more than the emergence of Mike and the motor-
cycle. It brought me to the understanding that writing is a developmen-
tal process.

This monograph is presented in the hope that the reader will also
see that writing iS indeed a process that can be employed by writers at all
levels. The writing process divides itself into natural stages. Each stage
is an opportunity for the teacher to provide support and encouragement
to student writers. But the full value is realized when students complete
the sequence of stages. I believe that good feelings about one's self
self-esteemare the inevitable rewards for the achievement of a success-
fully completed piece of writing.

Speaking one's thoughts yields communication. Writing one's
thoughts yields communication of an enduring nature which continues to
spark the sense of inner satisfaction that is self-esteem.



Appendix

Curriculum: Building Self-Esteem Through the Writing Process

A Guide to Planning Effective Writing Assignments

Student DictionariesSample Pages

Sample Forms for Student Concerns

Example of Student Revision

Excerpts from Student Halloween Books

Excerpts from Ordway School Dedication Book

Examples of Books by High School Students for Elementary Students

Eighth Grade Stories and Fifth Grade Response Letters

Book Report. Activity CardsFifth Grade

Poetry Unit: Stimulus Poems and Student Examples
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dot{on, `No ties
Student will 'iiiNpiess a thought or feeling in a word, phrase or sentence

Objective:

CLASSROOM RELAXED
InVirOniftetir: INDIVIDUAL WORK Titnei 20 MINUTE PROCESS /ONCE EACH WEEK

Content=
Poetic or
expressive writing

Student 4,ctivities:
Student receives blank slip of
paper from teacher
Student writes a word, phrase or
sentence expressing some thought
or feeling anonymously
Students hands completed "notion
note" to teacher
student listens to teacher read
anonymous notes

aterialsTeaelters le
4X6 blank slips of white paper
pencils

Hands out paper and asks students
to write a word, a thought or a
phrase) something they think or
feel
Allows appropriate time for
writing (about 5 minutes)
Reads notes aloud
Retains anonymity of authors

amia116.0.1-1111

Ott "Notion Notes" is an arbitrary term used as a descriptor for this writing activity.

The teacher greets the students as they enter, hands them the paper on which to

write "a notion" and informally designates the task. These anonymous slips are

read aloud by the teacher without editing or revealing the author, thereby giving

students instant "publication".

of content or appearance.

The teacher reads the slips without evaluation

"Notion Notes" build community as well as showing the

student the fun and power of the written word.

used later as topics for writing assignments.

These notes may be paved and

Continued
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Saw* notion Itotes
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Treewrittiig .
Student will write for five minutes without regr,rd for

Objectivz
CLASSROOM QUIET /INDIVIDUAL

Environment; WORK line: Five Minute Process/Daily

Content-
Expressive
writing

r-----

auclent ctivittes:
Student writes without stopping
for five minutes.

Illaterials.-Zatcliers Ne:
Notebooks
Pens or pencils
Timer (optional)

Starts and stops students for the
five minute period.
Teacher models process by writing
in own notebook.
Reminds students to finish the
sentence they are writing at the
end of the five minute period.
offers to read student's free-
writing notebooks weekly but does
not comment orally or in writing.
Suggests students draw a single
diagonal line through freewriting
they do not wish to have read by
teacher.

-------b---
Fre

f,'

writing or non-stop writing helps to pro-
,

mote writing fluency through regular practice,

Students are asked to focus on continuous

writing without editing or going back to correct

students are unable to write non-stop, they are

over and over until something comes to mind they

book can be read uy the author (and due to the

punctuation and handwriting he/she may be the only

., inq or uninterrupted sustained silent reading.

for writing topics.

---

spelling or punctuation. If

asked to simply write a word

can write. A freewriting note-

lack of concern fot spelling,

one who can). during free read-

tt can also be used an a source



....,

Tocused TreesAvrititts
Student will write continuously for 10 minutes on a pre-selected topic

Objective: without regard for mechanics.

ItiVirOyittletit CLASSROOM QUIET/INDIVIDUAL WORK ilite: 10 Minute process / Once each week

Content=
Expressive
writing on selected
topic

... -

Stand Ctivities:
Writing non-stop on a particular
topic or idea.
Group discussion

111, ate r i alsTea cli e r s NY:
Notebooks
Pens/pencils
Timer (optional)

Writes topic or idea on chalkboard
Starts and stop.; students for the
10 minute period
Teacher models process by writing
in own notebook
Reminds students to finish sen-
tence they are writing at the end
of the ten minute period

.).---,..---......

2Nae; Focused frt.ewriting requires the writers to limit themselves to one topic or

idea. The top y be provided by the teacher or may be one of the student's

own choice. Occasionally the teacher may use focused freewriting to introduce

it review a topic or idea. A group discussion following the writing may help

students become aware of the problems wee all face when writing on a specific

topic for nny extended length of time.

)

1.06\00.4.4110iimMINMAIMMIllf.1.1....,
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Writtin2) with syecific asst ittatt5

Objective: .

Stuadenthwillawrite on a preselected topic with concern for content style

-----

Ittvironments CLASSROOM QUIET/INDIVIDUAL WORK ime: 10-20 MINUTES EACH WELK

Content)
Thoughtful writing
on selented topic

ctivities: er s le:
Writing in a journal on a Journals (sectioned notebook)
particular topic or focus Pens/pencils
Journal evaluation*
Students evaluate their journals Write journal topic or focus on
at the end of each grading period. chalkboard.
Write a table of consents for Teacher models process by writing
journal and number th, pages. own journal.
Indicate the entries t:.y are Reads students' journals once every
most pleased with and tell why. two weeks and writes specific,
'Indicate the entries that seemed positive comments in each.
least worth doing and tell why.
*Identify any patterns seen in
journal entries as a final entry.

ote$
Journal writing differs from freewriting in that the students need to take a

more conscious, deliberate approach to their writing. Varying the journal

topics to include all areas of the curriculum will help to sustain student

interest. Journal writing provides students with Many rough drafts, any of

which may be revised for another assignment. Student involvement in the

evaluation process provides 4n opportunity for students to focus on theiz

writing for content style and mechanics.

continued



RANDOM IDEAS FOR JOURNAL WRITING

Goals Argument

Dreams Persuasion

Favorites Alcohol education

Famous quotes Career education

Positive image building statements Decision making

Metaphors Paying attention

Anecdotes Listening

Poems Siblings

Myths Field trips

Prints/paintings/sculpture/photographs Assemblies

Problem solving Class discussions

Current events Friendship

Science observations Classroom environment

Social stuides observations Grading system

Math story problems Holidays

Description Responsibi.lity

Autobiography Dialog writing

Literary analysis Alliterations



"Pr e-Writin2
Student will participate in an experience of action or observation

Objective:

TEACHER DIRECTED/WHOLE GROUP Variable depending on activityI :Elite:tivirottotent

Cotitott
Experiences that
stimulate writing

Student 4ctivittes:
Response to teacher provided
stimuli including contributions
to Vocabulary list

Illatertials meltet. s
Dependent on activity

Provides stimuli for writing:
class discussion films
readings pictures
interviews slides
games music
field trips pantomimes
skits

Develops vocabulary list with
group

YOU: Pre-writing reflects a key concept in the writing process which is the importance

of stimulating and involving writers so they have something to write about.

Following the pre-writing activity it is important to develop a related

vocabulary list orally with the group,

9,)



J

Student will write about a given topic with concern foz thoughts and ideasObjective
CLASSROOM CONTROLLED

DiNtrOnitIVIT INDIVIDUAL WORK time: 30 Minute Process

Content-
Focused freewrit-
ing with the
intention of
creating a work
for publication

Student
Students each write all they can
in response to pre-writing act-
ivity, keeping focus on audience
and purpose

Ilitaterialsreach
Notebook
Pens/pencils

Content vocabulary list from
pre-writing experience used to
develop expressive writing.
Refers to vocabulary list develop-
ed in pre-writing
Discourages concern with mechanics
at this stage
Emphasizes free flow of writing
Discuss "audience" and "purpose"

ote: Drafting is the step in which the student writes dow.1 everything he/she can say

'about his/her topic. At this stage it really is important for the student to

write without concern for mechanics or organization.

Audience and purpose are elements of a good writing assignment. "Audience".ts

defined as those by whom the writing will be read, "Purpose" varies with skill

levels iiind objectives, (Example of "purpoFJ"; experience the whole writing

process by writing a book.)

9 'I



Revising
()bjective: Students will impeach and organize the rougl, draft

CLASSROOM CONTROLLED/

ItiltrOttittentS CONFERENCES Ilittet Six Hour Process/Six Sessions

Content=
Refinement of
rough draft

Student ctivities:
1st Revision Conference:
Student ready draft aloud to
teacher
Makes notes of revisions directly
on draft (red pen in student's
hand)

2nd kuvision Conference:
Same as lst conference

ate: The teacher's role may be shared with trained

non-professional aides. An important funct-

Matertials-T7acliers
First draft
Second draft
Red pen

1st Revision Conferences
Listens
Focuses attention on one or two
aspects of student'- writing
Suggests revisions through
questiono
2nd Revision Conferences
Listens to draft with revisions
Acknowledges improvements
Focuses attention on one or two
aspects of student's writing
Suggests further revisions through
questions

ion of revision is served when students: hear themselves read their own writing.

The writer is the first editor and critic of the piece. By careful questioning

the teacher leads the writer to revision. In the first conference the concern

is with coherence and elaboration with reference to audience and purpose, The

nature of the second conference is questioning the spec fic ideas in the student

writing in order to clarify and exp.1 a the focus of th,, writing.

Continued.--.
() '1tr
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR REVISION CONFERENCES

The following type of questions are suggested by Cooper (1975) for revision
conferences.

1st Revision C'onf'erence (Audience and Purpcsn)

Who is going toe be reading this? (audien::,1.

Ili this writing appropriate for tto a)dience?

Who is speaking in this writing?

What tone of voice is the speaker using?

Is the tone appropriate, accurate, -onsistcnt?

Does the tone need to be consistent?

Did you elaborate enough on the subject for the reader?

Is the writing coherent?

Do you think there aro ambiguous thiughts, feelings or concepts that need to be
more specific?

2nd Revision ConferBnce

Questions about specific Ideas in the student's writing in order to expand or

,Jlarify the fo,::S of the writing. Questions may deal with physical context,

contrast, classification, 1igical sequence and change.

90



Writing Groups
Student will receive responses about hie, /her writing

Objective:
SMALL CONVERSATION GROUPS

Vines ONE HOUR PROCESS/SFMI MONTHLYI1i %/in:M*0d: Ir

Content 1

Small group
responses to
student writing

Sttolent an/dm:
Each student, in turn, reads his/
her third draft according to
specific rules

Responds to other student's
reading according to rules

illateria4Teaciters le

Divides students into groups of
not more than 6
Provides appropriate meeting
places
Sets specific rules of procedure
Observes writing groups and
participates as necessary to pre-
serve form

I

ott There are various

adaptation of

Evergreen State

19 sometimes

improve their

Preliminary

forms of writing groups. The form explained here is an

the "teacherless writing group", a term coined by Peter Elbow of

College, in his book, Writing Without Teachers. Another term that

used to refer to this method is "peer

work according to the responses of

Activities

response" because writers

their peers.

writing group" first hand.

and comfortable with children

.

It is important for a class to observe a "teacherless

Pour individuals who are familiar with the technique

*Elbow, Peter. Writing Without Teachers, 9W/Yorki Oxford UniVersity Press, 1977,



provlde an excel'ent role mode. The rtudents need to be able to hear the responses

given by the group and to see their actions. After the class has observed a writing

group, the teacher needs to determine the composition of the writing groups in his/

het classroom. At the elementary and middle school levels the following guidelines

have keen helpful in forming writing groups:

Groups have 4-6 members

All groups have boys and girls

Members of a group have similar reading and writing abilities at the elementary

level. Grouping at the middle school level is heterogeneous.

The first time the groups meet there will be a better feeling of community if all

the drafts are a result 'f a common pre-writing experience.

Procedures for Reading and Responding in Writing Groups (drawn from Peter Elbow,

Writing Without Teachers),

Writer reads piece through once without comment on the piece, either in the form

of apology, explanation of content or purpose, or defense. Listeners simply

listen, without taking notes or saying anything. If the piece i9 a fragment, a

part of something longer, this may be explained, e.g., "This is the introductory

portion of a short story on, etc."

Writer pauseu, after reading, for about a minute, during which time listeners may

make notes. Writer reads through the piece a second time. During the sending,

Ilsteners may make notes. Each listener responds, without comment from others

9d



to the piece. The writer should remain silent and not try to defend or explain

the piece, although if a listener's.comment is unclear to the writer, s/he may

ask for clarification.

After each member of the group has responded, the writer, time permitting, may

ask questions about how listeners responded to things not covered in their

comments. Again, explanation or defense of the writing is unsuitable, the

purpose of the session being to give the writer an ida simply of how others

are affected by his/her language.



.

Pro
.
rectal/1/j

Student will correct mechanical errors of a specific piece of his/her
Objective: own writing with the help of a teacher.

CLASSROOM CONTROLLED / ,

'twit-m.1%0d: CONFERENCES IMO: TWO HOUR PROCESS / TWO SESSIONS

Content-
Pre-publication
correction,of
mechanical errors

Student ctivities:Student
Proofreadin Conference:

Illaterials-Teaciters Nte:
Third Draft
Red Pen .

Arranges time for proofreading
conferences with each student
Proofreadi: 1 Conferences:

Student reads draft with teacher
Uses red pen for proofreading
marks*
Rewrites third draft with correct-
ions Reads draft with student

Helps locate mechanical errors
Reminds student to use proofread-
ing marks .

wiSiae: ' Proofreading Marks (Posted in Classroom)

Mark Purpose Example Nark Purpose Example

Aldft
something

out
your

name
margin My dog's name

lis Sam.

/
wrong
letter or
punctuation
mark

lalloween is in
))17ctober

new
paragraph

..,after dinner,
Ina next morning

0 misspelled
word

Did you soma
this?

lu 0



. "'Public ation
.

Objective, Student will publish his/her writing

ART ROOM OR CLASSROOM
Invironment: RELAXED ine: SEVEN HOUR PROCESS/SEVEN SESSIONS

Content
Preparation of
writing in final
form

Student ctwittes:
Student writes mock up using news-
print 510(8
Student checks for mechanical
errors using final draft of writ-
ing

Student illustrates mock up
Copies mock up on white paper for
book includes illustrations
Student binds book
Presents book to whomever it was
dedicated

illaterials,,Teaelters e:
Final draft of a piece of writing
Newsprint -.510(8
Pencils - Pens
White paper - 513X8

Cardboard - 9X6
Elmers glue/water
Wallpaper or wrapping paper-15X11
Mystic tape
Construction Paper - S5X011

Assists students with mock ups,
illustrations and final copies
Demonstrates book binding
Assists students with book binding

Ott
Thu publication cO! books is an assignment that lends

across the grades. For example, fifth graders might

first graders, present the books and read them orally.

Other forms of publication include newspapers,

letters, poetry pages, poetry books, advertisements

itself to community building

dedicate Halloween books to

magazines, bulletins, newsletters,

and greeting cards.

Continued
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1. Glue cardboard to wallpaper.
Miter all four cornet's. Fold
edges over and glue.

111.1,11,

TO BIND A BOOK

Glue ,7onstruction papr 51/2:00: on
front and ba,K to cover mitered
corners. Press to dry.

3. Staple: Pages together. Tape
An book with mrsttc tape.



LJ A

MAKING BOOKLETS WITH on, MOUNT

--.
-11 MO.

D

1. Fold paper ih half for pages. Diagram A

2, Sew along dotted lines with needle and
thread (some teachers are mass-producing
all sizes and shapes using their sewing
machines to sew paper.) Diagram H

3. Cut cloth or wallpaper one inch larger
than book pages (lay open and flat to
measure). Diagram C

4, Cut two pieces of cardboard (shirt card-
board works well) a little larger than
pages. Diagram ?

5. A piece of dry mount is cut to fit
between the cardboard and the cloth.
Diagram E
Lay cloth flat, place drylmount on top,
then cardboard pieces, Leave space between
cardboard pieces to allow book to open and
shut, With iron, prean a few places to hold
cardboard in place,

Continued



CAUTION;

6. Fold corners in; then fold top down and
iron, then fold bottom up and ironF

Diagram F

C

7. Cut second piece of dry mount the same
size as open pages. Lay dry mount on
open cover; lay open pages on dry mount;
press first page then last page to the
covet. Diagram G

NEVER PLACE IRON ON DRY MOUNT OR IT WILL STICK TIGHT

104



A Guide To Planning Effective Writing Assignments

To ensure that a writing assignment is an effective teaching tool, the
teacher should have answers to all Of the following questions clearly
in mind before giving the assignment.
I. Purpose?

II. Audience?

Ill. Prewriting?

IV. Drafting

A. Where done?

B. Response to writer? (teacher? peers? self?)
V. Editing (seleCting ideas that will work best for this assignment)

A. Where done?

B. Response to writer? (teacher? peers? self?)
VI. Revising

A. Where done?
B. Response to writer? (teacher? peers? self?)
C. How many?

VII. Proofreading

A. Where done?
B. Response to writer? (teacher? peers? self?)

VIII. Final Product

A. Do students have a description of what's to be turned in?
B. Do students know how paper will be evaluated?

1 0..)
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Student DictionariesSample Pages
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Sample Forms for Student Concerns

NAVE '

TEACHER

REQUEST FORM

DATE

SCHOOL

1. What is the nature of your request?
Check one:

Move to another location ED

Information concerning

A meeting with

Other

to discuss

2. Explain in detail why you think it is important that you
receive this request:

If you need more room, attach a piece of paper.

Your request concerning

has been: Approved ri Denied [I]

Details:

- 107



COMPLAINT FORM

NAME DATE

My complaint has to do with

iJ

I suggest

Siconture

- 108



Who

What

When

Where

Now

Why

EXPLANATION FORM

Explain in detail the nature of your trouble. (Fill in nil the
lines.)

.,fl 7
c0-4_)-q 4.13tuAfraztvn

u-b-0 (1-45_4Q. i,444.4\ Asiziab-r\_,_0-Pi
4) Lo4,0 ed 4:02ccutAzsz 4-vu,07,,t(knce

irru>rukt. _13..k.0,_ .0 kouo-e.. tin C-n7T\12. g-kerin.
71-iNthiC (Lsv D

""iAt, u,i), OP/32A -qt 6-c2iGuL c.kg5Adz ,t4.)&11
tin- A-AN ascAri) ;Lk
P2_6(p-0-e.Loiko 62--o&d40 9e4-.0:.6f-Jah.rceA

x-6:d _tdoblz..tcwQ.
.Z2L.s>

jcvAzdte,,i,

1)-(ffrk9

What do you plan to do to prevent this from happening again?
(Fill in all the lines.)

.V-ZAAN.Li, __I-c)-1-Kg

..zinz2A,OLQ. -4-qt_niCi

.0107t O-1)

k.er P.A/\.eC

kiL-O_Aq.&14
CLO4iYi .47b . .

:Or\ _ a_hz,cffic,1

: . /up .

A:(5..,d_c610..0t .ka
sirinatur(-.

Parent's Signature
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Who

Who

When

Where

How

Why

EXPLANATION FORM

Explain in detail the nature of your trouble. (Fill in all the
lines.)

1,St4k.
k odd .te Ateot cak, AL- e/k- .

AV+ -kbrA, Inkark... Adi. 0.11/4_

feruittl4_,S2sp._ erpt.
ova. to Ail 10k ak

di ANL e.44.4,4 J/rtaititf/s4 414441
a °I jr( JAQ SAge tv,4

kt & JL Ja .&4nt.
)115-04_ .JuditA, ifttguelectim, Perak'

.A.Q4144,,k4e1.07.84. tit.

44444

What do you plan to do to prevent this from
lint!s.)(Fill in all the

PIA _.*-t_

happening again?

aA4
.fttAt ,d./.4 how__

A_Itti'vuta

Signature

Parent's Signature
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Revision Student Example

First Draft

§rb4a4!
fv\40, morto-nis ..acree fivn\Latitvt.,

P4L-i IoN30
.frok

itke. iokA. fAo.a., 0-120.41AC4_,.

brash 44.8 5 :I", BRA. 4.4".46fhade
00.5

veto AAA. -.11 AA sion, 14N-1. Wu. ciA'4,
?thin
NO a- Tietrf- fru- Agrut da:C. .12414 '-
5110
anci (11101) ct. .)aJtL
At\ oihor"

cseZ4 44444 crumadi peetire".41. 1"4.44

I 136ve, ttr ter2, tom- Ct4d prumxtt occv
a

mart,,ard . A.V.}.1A af"-Adm-et,C4 Arnvie
v1¢.

air vim 4,4./e- ta,-(.11 cLiteuT,
kvve_ Rstre,u-Ct CC1.7114

Liwil a'4144
rnotikaAt .Livivetagerek,

rmakkccet. catFui oirli,ma/47

Mc' ku-kca ? 07tatt, at kid, 04

the. 4tkr 0 COY ,teretkem AvenA

jet( kutiLitA,y, D.Ao-c7 Motte-t4 a

ifvfmt on, rtec,
4.15uPlad tgaxt, .4,p, AAyme paaya4

Tued.t ifur-tr14 cu

AAte,-,1_ _waif-JAZ," 0,2 hatibt

642,tsitkfact ter.
CLAn- byt 644., Aver4.- 5j1?)6i.fruntiryL61trrYll.....4.

SAANct_ -gaff ,cwt
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tkaff..4:11 Lfr Ate c.44.NAAAANIt/

.174,44E fhal theArttezvvra-cA kt
1-ka Avo-vxdaru- thii, Al.a.6 -6.e.,JtirL

/ratkort4 er6 ffiicittpuovierf

tvr\Lt iwer 6.44,44-tAtki irj._

"ciAN,i6 om.xl tkte. u iufko-

tetAAtit -th-eAvt, Akvn4 the

ca;tAA.A4. a.) tve,-4, fc14-41,4

aNN-f-( 104144- fet-ort CtAta- tiwta

tiY6t cs"cl thu.A, etA

c.A.ifon44AAJ antal or AtekrL

012.4.4.4.4 tutiLt Attand. 31;.ittat afitti, mute.*

..kekr)1/4 fOes.;4&0( .rte - dzintt

.rte iltz",st Aftadd- 0-0 tileti

litery iiwniz_ ba t*. at" v9cwt 0-6-o

tku/ tivAd. k_aot Iner-oir

ro-L4 04vt bold Ot 1, A I Aug" /we 104ptc, 60,11-

tno-t4) kwy, cluiths-qA"-As nvo-Vo.el

.P.AAAAJ 1.4ANA.c. yrvicken, A0140144 -41,N dm...LOA/04

40d.td nvbe.vn4,I 17,..buievudd VAtifL AV-nue

ah-vd.

PULA AAALAL 404Arz,

)11A",, .arry,auttd, a evA:44.4,04.11 AAA', ft_

___f-m(N-41A1 kinf2 bh2/ ikattAtneklaAek

the ant, A . .4A,t4

1 ligA44dt ct4411, frt etAnAA.,

*IAA to- fulitehiu .A64.

- 1 1 2 -
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./.4.ckftPt O. .01 4,77tAl .t.A7 itoolkui

4.44) adyNti &Icor\dew, 1,4174 ce- Ikvn,

WOO 404 WttrufteuriL Wt. 4 tart

Setrr, ktdat Utr4o5 Shall yilcool d vtbli
16456 6° I:241- (Pm ion) w`1\ 1.404did

titc)fri ei ivy, a:0N (AAA
(047 da gc *gad may rtil3 ht

c2 cvev\- ±4^-t 4.4)-nekaArte , ia.kirt4141 erre- 44-v

tv-ttzto
pnerttetit. of cruuatatia w414,- c14.velA

4- lietue.v.
4TkrUor Int YOu tv*) dnifrntdiVISrloc3

arAia.t Nr.%reciln7trtrwl=dr.3+42 ariara. 15 +hrta
.. cr. r " Tyt

IrePLTh4Ao---14siafizd,#2rLtf---PrecIfftro,

74ev474fecale Make tkivthe-fr., 4Afk-cd- niotr AA,TAink
d. . LAJci- L../tW 54-al ciApVaqted AX+th rt hiS

rstew C.:yen VoiCe

First Revision

kxrrnAAlutat
131. sh, spytac011',' Put, ft-3
4visim

01,st.
°Q)11.-+045 VitaA-,10%vinfl Sckia eivpcb,rv. a

9rat 1 and fr:19h cz.ne e c-Kipmun

'Q do + Ye/4, we

b042r gef ov+ 0 c hercovaorna4-hinp
Cb ryiwZ cs 5fraicih4 for Ld5tillitov;n m,krriblerl

44net.6. bFdorLtdsink, fee 5Art...005,
rub a AV- tS kr%t .4-fra ,g.

exl +e,k1 yo v C900.1- ,-1 /

Ck- ptifrtc_i- 1; ccon p. ch)re
-D?I 1- el0 w ) h2a ilftu I ION t 105y, es q ro5S)

H3 -
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lowarcui Wee? and #\ .r ovr own

-Fr iv 041 n 00Y5),11. rtne tiled

C) woul an' +

5AA.A.,V et2- .5 1--i 11 414_ 4-0

cigar` 0L4 A 11 flArs.t haAS4eci
v,avt

1-he + irvit boeil vd Olflekhe Yr\ 0 u+i

5cA6 i-c-P'(1 .hoil k

ti4 rn e5. will .Ja n

nc.Q. .. e up_ he. y 54dIcacci

711 s\atfar u:e11Gt.t.clAlt

hu9e-

/14,6 514v ? kr.d -Met) ctrA-c_ ciou,

t() 41,0 ft Tla0 5.4 ogre_ 4-1e)a. cre, /Lire

In vAdqrfte tzl 1(6d Mer\I (v

Ai or e. cslavrc voo .414,t cui

,v; ref) htir r'4-tn ocptvckuu

ha_ d
00)itv, eoc)owl) gQf

hefe Ovic v_InAch On Q. tell.).\

Oon; rnetCS

yo u kzu tt- Qn\/.7 p,st

1& .1
I

anSwerr

tg Coul d 0 F S wo rr 3. v-31- hits rei

50 me Cu/lima Is #0,

I` 3:;,h00)-4- Walk W L kie__+fer \ecAt/ e

s 'y.e.511 ckit.2.s
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rk ton ai scruk 12..d alch

vic-01-- 'Ls W.)!..vlsv4ict `Sc5'nr, _

5c?
`":"Cri +Ine.. hi ig op 000r) tAit44-

1(16 Vt4 \ he'5 a4 u:,,y

Cbvylia. one le4 S leave..'

`C.D. (0.0)4- Sae i-inrou9frN

leSqrzry\QO iro carN, pub oc raohen2.1).

n) Pe:14 fla/ 1e95

tka v.:1m. a ofe you7."

00vp,, he re! (-1 A-ht. oyou vci "5110v 4-eil

C.1m1

\>. 00NIJ 60w V\ 04A- &-ch 4-kle.)A

()) rvNy 5,1(..2,1_,-(3VISi 23..!y,',44.46h.0,9____10o4-1-\.

(E"

\c v 4-m0(1S ksr rred v14--1) _chip mom _

hos

1,43nwris. ( 3, ir-
VInt _+-na;SC-orrnea ycv int-o

_ tittcd ar VNifriClk

avId khIS rv,y ff1t4t)

flare

ha kiara -tV11411;e0, SJr_0 mid

u s 1,44-0 fyylov457,"v41,73 ahrli .

ra

(D,14.4- viNy _f riCnci )1-5 4-he one_

ond only et) ntiolers, Sid . t\1v

K4,0,i iir epnCkk

rtda Vre 15 CkVN eXrE

t_ 055 c'Sntcf
00r VAAd'S Poo
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and C et3LA)V1 ed '96t.Aar d an 0 c

w iftcAt Axvt 'Swe red cA1l your

em-icif751*gkio _ave. you?''.

are? ed. should Say cue

ware, 4-wo Co vl s.4-rut+ tor, caory-ers by

tht no- AILS ..f eitch and Gln,\ reYlavted

0461,
w.f uS tkvla we colt

'Shams you 4-8v- wuy 5 of 4-he_ .c.k141,Tvr'19e:t

!Of la 0,5 Sort rice eiC OheDek're-

0,6:3 (81( 4-0.14\e teti-rvs.tcv -TO

Con3 4-,12 .way OF 4-he wild

1,(20..5 1"Picc°>Y0414,. back ok 4- ov-

5, v rt+tan of met' +len,

We. vv ek+ rot b2 he_rt, 4ochyt '30 vjovv)er-

Whill4-. -`"qP Pemid +0 °or 1:)055 n

e__Faibablq ary2 uP_Ov-1 uS
.cmno44Ner _ 11

0 00044:_1.1-,,,._01. if- orKA4-442, t 5

_k2_0_17.41____ Prn
.1

rcr- y t_w P\m4:5 .4VDiCe,

tiO VV+ Xrsio4lat.+$ .c3 St

rL

01-dh
e,140,T;S 4412 rfeka. Crows h e

Ce $frodic, y vneil xci ;. ,y,e "Sc.A,..r

47o"66 ref Orictr-. &k a.Ar 1() +

1 i
-L. o
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CAN A-VION 001 1,103 t
k °W V`444> Vvire don

Okat d 6);14v-1 ci ov-I-1v here_.4;vv'64.0),

11 free" 4 ht\0.4 na were A ao5e
co ov,54-ruct r\ cet,t00wart+ fo 0,51( you SoveA,'54

GiAve, yip I) Q:ver r+04-Ktd 4.-vIckf entry In,L. orm

S Attu houstny deve.101?frepwl.S

.Nt- co S#s cwt. 0.1 a tS neir. livC 4- ho teete?,

5.6) plata t tvi- 4- kettIS tvb441( n3

yo cci.vk c) n 41/410%-k it wtft e.r c-otr body'S
J c _

vvaK r3 hod %. ?, ieu r"-
Dd nk heci.V,;211wS ClVAIOre.,11

044-s_ e3riv92,9. 1;. rei,viznc

at"'N'
1Q41r-C,\-t (?)10 rvb ov-a. yoL/ quyS

, sasIces4
t v-N."^ v v..

(55 "0 vi ck ik you a r,c.) evecive7,

G e ay)), act, mule/ az zed .

V" rep red Weinduri

10:Av`<-1 '&03' 4.1 el4k,

N(31 kh e_ utcli,tr-S r 1E 1-

(cm 49 tractcY-\) $4Aid

k`ty- j rx 4- to tAit9 r 1k, 1. r-S t 4-A.S

(4v`eic4 90- ).11 V-Atd ivi-r%

ck vy. i r
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Final Draft

1-11g. 4-0 weS:t.: pra+e-c+or o C- k_cotthitts

woo 6w/a t Vhese."._ y cio(c.

pow e efl'4-Jecto.5.1-7,re1ed you .LI14

chip wi uP 5 wa vn 19K yerAlizz heTt-,-)

uCh viitiwn 15 4-1A(014eneCf.'

Lfy.Av +YY_A-k- you c.kue livedoutcksliictil

covliov. or 0" Akiiima(S FQ. hope yov

rec4 Ilz.L tv Ina rs hcApPgkivil believe

yoJ rt rec4 vela Kt a de.ct S to

T VI% VI Y. EYE Whc.1/4+..fo V Wan"(
..svoe,rtal

1,41111 5,*C,Ly )1_0-pfa-r7fr.d

I iw ca: et.4) .90.47 v\ v,icc

nAryw AI rNotArto:21 o

,"

AJJ,k0-'c a .44::0;c/ TALcitizru- a,

cAn,&A- iciu:e/nw-rr4

)12"our, ktut .tit,tvve 4,4pe-01

2,1)( ow( 0/ ,I,mmz krY1-12)5A-(nNArij

,ct-meer,&1 4)7t-c463. 414 A,G1 / Art

rrLcA o _tA7 i.e6k #01-tck

,
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ita,t61 0-licruok .))

vtS1-42, 111"/-wt . ..c..o.rY- ptchl-ci-u ilexcw)

Aolz. 9ft-urn,

,EPLJAct , cinNa *Aux, 0-(Arz\,

pf-6-Aicak. kei do---nviy,...c:u-r.41.

alsrtvYN) .

A A)-Q Zeti t °wit

,LAcQlktd. gy, ,tom. ;6/rni..

C.MA) Butch,) .

eisk A-Aral It. xr)--kir\A- 15j I ca 85,

bkkk Irac cut kiAt 0.41;T .a.6

Lorrvi.4, da,,trtinfirv,

iArY-\.(t ,o,r4v.rn 4,top.Ltz..

x_14
ibtdicr ?i) mitkik

Afu- Ax>4). ktkicy

aki-RE);6.".2) CA1Afri.", ? " 0-11,401, Mv-ccizrtt

70A- *460;:a., ark-k. *)(Nit- CilitAdtUited
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4.0CALC),J /11\3.Pfki " aiAfrAl

11N4A CTRL 9;40 \-k AFV 714\-L

AAAA. ru,ok,

ANA. ffiU,

_TS.Lockrui. r_9ro-
_

o_Pock .4ucdcdn.. '4`i/rr1/4,

irsf\):k-iN 0117 fru fv,I.0)1-) oiyvtd, mc-Lta,

rucc ctirzuw-w.c.i.. friar-At.

\\ cou-Iti, ot (./4.A.4.1 Aktcv-td

odY\k/mr-AU 041 ,40TYIL,

" 7cAN-PN) we- JicdtA. li-oatrt .

)(\kb
tIleb)(1)

rrAk./YNct "

" fiLJO\-

*AA ? " az.hAcit.

C.J.Jirq cr.) , ))

\-` Loma, 419-t, kik,k4t,

))
,11.surrywri- it,o. carry. _crv..A. of

Jl``,3ci\w, )(\.. 1654
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Aicrw AAr(-^dt, oiYzkAAA-ktL cJJ.. run,

CV-ka-tt:criNI) .1k) cxAL fry ?

LL14- cid 4-)NrAAJta t& -tit Ak-elLe,.)

co-ruirLAA,c*Ccr-N Adcri.dkuu And/ A*4 /nanth.i.

aI (cu ac)n., on\c),, 3-c4vry rurmoniktfil, trjej,

Come. AAL) wed A.Ale A4)-W

zikNow. LucAAJA o/ *Az tr,h4rYnaZi

44,c,xisr, *Ay-cant

Oa, woa akAnk, PrLka. ti\-Luckrik

atA/6\-' -kr-ak 011%6 ti.004.k.

0tA.21 klAriaT2\. CAINN.a. -164. "Wad)

Ap.icA2Lri44 Tc:74vvv ?

Y cot cruAi

.ALIA)-cataro,

Prrypt mtft, Are. ANtits, "totLay, ,

ka auk)-Li ))

\'1/4 9".(74X-IJAAd Crive Aa.pd C11\ 444 COld

1-CAkANCL CAPAIYG4WU rkrr../OttliY1. ))

141 ..1.,L I J- azYn2k

trAoluAL mow. DW.0..k, cvu. rjr4f.,v44):



l`
4...L114.PUVL+,))

\ A AATIN0.421 *)f.o /YACCA. ? jj

,
disTU Auv1/4crt4" crr zo.Act,

mom,

! r JC-AN, czY\61.;11-04M)

" ,T04\

) cacAry.,) Aux/4-,,cvnxL

pco.rt:cl. civa4 ANti11 ,2"))

T:kreraftA, iir.ef)dt.A 21.41-tki-
JJ

JcivAd crui M.4.14/4., ,

Naw' kAi\ok AA-n-6\A, cA- cl-L&koJN-cL

ccry-a±p-u-c.tA:0--r\ ov,..4.0-, Ax.rcuYVt iccy 0,441, (you-

. vkaive_. y:Ar U
AAA..1.d PrfC,M, /YrtCLIU4 /Y1LkAP ACV-AA,,

6"rtiCrialVn-"=L A 4A:61,4 Clin-,CX1.h kAA,Ut,

.mod A.AAAJI ? ))

ArLul iinkto:db rY1.0-tvnaz

AP-r tam. acr calutAA AArkl", Anitny Acciy:4,

frY AAr )(\cyb ,)) ruLptAA.d. AkA;tr_AN,;

dara i)Aittiktu zroA.oz, oirvrActt , ))

,
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1/44-kkb. cp GA\01 z_fu. tk-kAa. ,t,%rxive,

A s rmo-tud-ru,c)% joivyv

frt:dok joirycv 0.PLA. At; ry.b

Cutiv-(./Yv

Vc, 5 , )(Nour olotAi, fru' omc.A. kkwacrt.l..?

Grrvj cLoNf\-01,L, ? )) AxitJA, 04friled

`` 0- lAdtklk)) rueLt.ta kkucrank ,

LL

O.Av A.)y. iwrst-kuiLa, OJt fan-t-Luv,

Lo..61, Jokvh.)

tr\-crt AJAA. 4A.kmilo.0 )

4 (kW" ,

otod ac:51\69<rt.t., ii1AL Etcw.Acticvn,

i)na_ fcruzi p rurtizian- of entakunta.

AA: )4.0 cAAJ-t1A, AJJ itAk. fty\LJ, (m.c1).ock.t

powtr.z. )cforY,z1.crvfv,-A4L ,1/4./ydzi cA*1%4,1\41

,1cr Acr-u- rucAtvy. )(Now- NYtuc*, 4,4

CuYAtrft.CA AUP0-6-Cn"f\-, -LA .-01.PuttArra

INCNAr' 4)(VA At7 )Ac i;vvtot cru.A. o.. zinAtilL

0-ir-rti(Atry\- Grf totLynolz t1L _ .
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ft-LCANy. Ark-0-44,. :A4

1\014,- ,40,ANIL, 1-AAadt

cvY.0. 1 L tin, . rixuAr A-vict

: 5.9-ruk. AkiorrN24,e.

(Pam Webster)
Grade Eight
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Excerpt. from Student Halloween Books

V/i I ma's

Broom

1/1/1 J ni.a. rn &am wilt A.

e wads 040, on Cl,on her bet, ogv, /he 'ma i weal mery-- me*,
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JAe,2 that- pestjv obi goblin i4oir so &tad

in) charilidt( II/ tam Wm into a, s7t:
c raya w 04/ still ft'"? r 7
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"Ynh, its onino, -ho be
_alot of furl-1a' e

met thot riev,witoh
named WenciLtr, csked
narti P)host..
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Excerpts from Ordway School Dedication BookFilth Grade

,et
,
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DEDICATION DAY

by Rudy St. Germain

Thursday, September 27, 1979,
Ordway had a dedication. All the
5th graders were singing. After each
song the audience would clap. After
the singing, Mrs. Spoor said, "Could
Mr. Chase stand up for the audience ?"
So he did.

Mr. Ballaine introduced Mrs. Par-
fitt. She told us all about how they
named Ordway. She said it was named
after a person whose last name was Ord-
way. After Mrs. Parfitt made her speech,
Mr. Ballaine introduced Mr. Hoots who is
the principal of Ordway school. Mr. Aehle
gave Mr. Hoots the keys of the school.
Mr. Aehle said, "It's not the real key
to the school because Mr. Hoots has the
real key. We just wanted it to be big
so you could see it."

After the dedication, Mr. Hoots
said that the audience could look around
the school. He said the guests must
move their cars at 3 o'clock because
the busses were coming. Refreshments
were served to the guests and the students.
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OH WOW! DEDICATION OF
ORDWAY SCHOOL

by Beth Herrick

On Thursday, September 27, 1979,
the fifth grade chorus sang at the
dedication. They sang three songs.

After that, speeches were given
by Dr. Frisk, Mrs. Parfitt, and Mr.
Aehle. Mr. Aehle, the architect of
the school, presented the symbolic key
to Mr. Hoots.

Mr. Hoots gave a speech and in-
vited everyone to the library for re-
freshments.

FABULOUS DEDICATION ORDWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

by Tonya Gubsch

To begin the dedication, Mr.
Ballaine spoke and then the chorus
sang Pledge of Allegiance to the
Flag, Star Spangled Banner, and
I Love My Home on Bainbridge Is-
land. The last song was written
by David 0. Chase.

After the chorus sang, they
went and sat down. Mr. Ballaine
introduced the guest speakers. Then
Bud Aehle presented the key to Mr.
William Hoots, principal of the
school. After it was over, there
were refreshments for the chorus,
four big cakes, and coffee for the
audience.
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DEDICATION OF ORDWAY

by Jennifer McCann

Thursday, September 27, 1979,
the dedication of Ordway school took
place in the gym. The fifth grades
of Ordway sang. Mrs. Spoor was re-
sponsible for the singing.

Mr. Hallaine, Mr. Hoots, Mr. Nuna-
maker, Mrs. Parfitt, Dr. Frisk, and
Doc Chase all attended the dedication.
There was a speech given by Mrs. Parfitt
about Elizabeth Ordway, whom the school
was named after.

Mr. Aehle, the architect of the
school, presented the symbolic key to
Mr. Hoots, the principal. Afterwards
there were refreshments and cake, and
the public was welcome to tour the
school.
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Examples of Books by High Schools Students for Elementary Students

Bainbridge Island

High School

December 1979

GERMS:

That are They, and

How do They Work?

How can you feel

\\

nood today and bad tomorrow? The reason you feel
1

bad is because you get bad germs.

Germs are very small bugs. They get inside you and

make you sick. There are different types of germs. Some

can make you hurt. Some can make you Sneeze and cough.

Some make you itch. Some make you throw up. Others

make you look funny.

A lona time ago, people couldn't see nerms. They believed the

things that made people sick were evil spirits. Now we have powerful

microscones, things to make germs look big. So, we can see what aerms

look like.

Many germs are good. The good nerms help up stay well.

Some germs make the soil good for food to grow. Other germs

help make food, like turning milk into cheese. Some good germs

in our body help to kill other germs that make us sick. Some germs even

heir; us to ston bleeding by making a special vitamin.

There are two types of had germs - bacteria and viruses.

Bacteria are very small and they make us sick by dividing in

half to make more germs. Viruses float in the air and water

and cause serious illnesses.

sometimes, to make us well again, doctors take some germs from us.

They take the qnrnn that are making us sick and niece them in dishes.

Th4 dishes are like little gardens that make the nerms grow. When the

n+s grow, the ,ioctor can nee wh kind they arc. Then, he ran nive
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us the right medicine to make us well by killinn the nerms. Bacteria

like to make us sick by netting into dark, dirty places.

Viruses are a lot smaller than bacteria and they can't hurt us

until they net inside our bodies. The viruses get into our bodies and

make us break out in rashes or fevers. One bad thing about viruses is

they can't be killed by medicine as bacteria can.

When we get germs like bacteria or viruses, our body makes anti-

bodies - good germs that can kill the bad germs. They keen

them from coming back anain. When our antibodies have done

this, we will not get the same germs again. We have an

immunity lim-M(1NF-it-FE).

cleans get into our body through our skin cuts, our mouth, ears,

and nose, if someone near is sick, we should try to stay away so we

don't net sick also.

Doctors make us well in two different ways. One way is to net rid

of the symptoms, the fever sneezes, coughs that make us feel bad, that

are caused 1,y the viruses.

The easiest way doctors get rid of viruses 15 by telling us to rest.

Resting it our body's (-mod germs fight and kill the had

rterrn that make us sick. Resting at home also keeps our

friends from aettinn the nerms and then nettinn sick too.

To make us feel better while pur body nets rid of viruses.

we take aseirin anti medicines tc help us breathe better, nu: best way

to take these medicines in to hold your none so you don't taste it an

much. Another way to feel better while you are resting is to drink

water and 'tuices to help cool your body.

To steo bacteria germs, doctors give us medicine that killn the

aer- ca11,- an antibiotic (antiby-OT-iki. Antibiotics no into the

body and ma,..0 ur, feel well quickly; hut, we should finish all our medi-

cine be sero wo kill all the bad nermg. Mien we. net very sick or

need n-se:ial medicine, we oo to lho

Tne hos!,ital ratios us net better 1.1ick,r if we are

very n,1;. They hove sr,ocic.1 machines that heir our bodies

0!. the bacteria mr,! other land !;nine hO5italr; have
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rooms to play in while we are oettinq well.

The best ways of stayina well are washing our hands, staying away

from sick people, eating good foods, and getting plenty of sleep. Butt

most important, play -- so our bodies can be strong.

((

RIRLIOrRAPPY

Donahue, Parnell, Germs Make Me Sick, New York, Alfred A. Knopp, 1975,

4). l-2DO.

Duhos, Rene, Health and Disease, New York, Time-Life Books, 1961,

pp. 9-30.

Nourse, Alan, F., Theisodv, New York, Time-Life Rooks, 1969, pp. 8-34.
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A STORY ON:

HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR TEETH

Far away and not so long ago, there was a dragon named lohn Henry.

He had a large head, big, long, white teeth, and round black eyes. His

skin was a bright blue color with green scales.

John Henry was a lovable dragon in spite of his looks. The towns-

people he worked for all liked him. J.H. worked at a bakery heating up

the big oven they used to bake cakes, cookies, and donuts,

He didn't get paid with money. He had no use for money. Instead,

the people gave him some of their sweet pastries that they baked.

Well, J.H. had a big appetite. He ate a lot of cookies and cakes

and pies every day. He even stored some of them in his cave in case

he wanted a midnight snack

-1-
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Soon J.H. noticed that the people were avoiding him. That made

him cry. When a tear rolled down his face, it would put out the fire

in the oven. The people didn't have the courage to tell the dragon why

they were unfriendly. He had bad breath, and they didn't want to hurt

his feelings.

One day, Stephen, a boy about nine years old, decided to help J.h.

He put on a pair of noseplugs and marched over to J.H. and said, "Mr.

Henry, do you know why the people aren't talking to you7"

"Ho, and I wish I knew why," J.H. sobbed.

"well, your breath smell:, awful. My dad, who is a dentist, said

it was because you eat too many sugary foods and you don't brush your

teeth."

"Brush my teeth?! I've never heard of a dragon who brushed his teeth.

Anyway, I like eating food with sugar in it," answered J.H.
-2-
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"Well, if you want everyone to talk to you again, then you better

do something about your teeth," Stephen replied. "I'll ask my dad if he

can make a special toothbrush just for you."

"Well, if you say so." J.H. said.

So Stephen ran home to help his dad make a big toothbrush for

J.H. When it was finished, Stephen brought it with some toothpaste to

J.H.'s cave.

"Halloo, J.H., are you there? It's me, Stephen," he yelled.

"Hello, I see you brought my toothbrush with you," J.H. said as

he opened the door. "What's in that tube sticking out of your pocket?"

"That's toothpaste," Stephen answered as he pulled it out. "It

has fluoride (FLOOR-ide) in it which helps fight germs which cause cavi-

-3-
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MOLAR

1 1JC (S0K...5r---\

CUSPIDS

ties and bad breath. I brought some dental floss too.

"Well, we may as well get started," J.H. said. "What do I do?"

You lie down so I can reach your teeth," Stephen instructed. "I'll

just clean one tooth because your mouth is so big. Now, I'll start

brushing your molars (MOLE-ers). Molars grind your food up so you don't

have to swallow the food whole. Tilt your toothbrush towards the gums."

"Wha ggh argh," J.B. coughed.

"Dork try to talk while I'm brushing your teeth," Stephen said.

"Now, what was I saying? Oh. yes. Brush in a circular motion on all

sides of your tooth. to the same for your front teeth. These are called

incisors (in-SIZE-zors) and cuspids (cuss-pids). They cut and tear your

food. When you're done brushing, cut off a piece of dental floss About

eighteen inches long. Wrap it around your fingers. Slip, but don't snap,

the floss in between your tooth and gum where the toothbrush can't reach.

Slide the floss back and forth against the side of the tooth. When

they are clean, your teeth will squeak like clean, wet hair."

"But I don't have any hair," J.H. protested.

You don't need it, and anyways, you can feel mine," Stephen said.

I'll look through this magnifying glass and tell you how the toothpaste

-4-
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fights the cavity germs. I can sec many tiny, ugly, fat germs trying

to sneak into your teeth. The clean tooth, which is coated with fluoride,

is fighting ^ff the germs.

"The germs have sharp shovels and buckets of acid. They make acid

in their factories, using the food that you eat. That is one reason

why you shouldn't eat so many cakes and cookies.

"011 no, the fluoride is beginning to

lose; the germs have started the attack.

But wait, the fluoride is fighting and

winning! Th, germs had to go back to the

dirty t eth where they hide out."

tc.rtitacti, ,14,4 +0+6

"Let me sec! Let me see!" J.H. said excitedly.

"Okay, look in this mirror. I will hold the magnifying glass in

front of you so you can see the battle," Stephen told J.H. Stephen took

the magnifying glass. He held it close to a dirty tooth so J.H. could

see the germs and fluoride. "Oh, look!" The germs are eating their way

-5-
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into the tooth that I didn't brusi . Teeth that are not brushed have

plaque plack) on them. Plaque sticks to your teeth like glue.

eat the plaque and leave ,acid on the tooth. The acid cats away at the

tooth and makes holes called cavities (CA-vi-tease).'

"That looks terrible. I guess I should start brushing my teeth,"

said J.H.

"That is right," said Stephen. This shows you how imnortant brush-

inn and flossing everyday is."

Ile out the magnifying class away and started to no. "1 will come

1,e0, ever,' day. 1 want to see clean teeth and fresh breath."

eg.er does brus',iny helm my bad breath?" 5.1l. asked.

"Think of it as an unclean body. When you don't wash for awhile,

-6-
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:.sdy starts to smell. You have to brush your teeth to have fresh

breath. Good foods, like fruits and vegetables, help keen your teeth

clean because they don't have much sugar.

"If you don't take good care of your teeth, they fall out when

you are older. You need to no to the dentist and net false teeth.

These are teeth made just for you. They don't stay in Your mouth as

well as your own teeth, so you have to put a special glue on them."

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Berland, Ted, and Dr. Seyler, Alfred E., Your Children's Teeth, New York,

Meredith Press, 1968.

Dr. MacFarlane and staff

Elmer, Irene, Mandragora's Dragon, Nashville, New York, Abingdon Press

1964.

McGuire, Thomas, D.D.S., roe .00th Trip, New York, Random Mouse, 1972.

. McKeown, Joe, D.D.S., Everybody's Thoth Book, CA., Happy Valley Press,
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Mourne, Alan E., M.D., The Tooth Book, New York, David McKay Company,

Inc., 1977.
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Eighth Grade Stories and Fifth Grade Response Letters

Lightfire: A Horse with The Will To Win

Hi, I'm Samantha Harris, My friends call me Sam but my
boyfriend Billy calls me Sammy. I'm 5 foot 6 inches and 15.
I have brown hair and brown eyes. I love horses and I once
owned one. He was gorgeous. His name was Lightfire and he
had a white star on his forehead and was chocolate brown.

I will never forget th'e air that morning. It was very
cold and chilly. I yawned and rolled over.

"Sam", a voice yelled. It was Cheryl, my ten year old
sislter. She's a brat. She always bothers me. Cheryl lookb
alot like me and I hate it.

"Sam) ", the voice came again.

"I'm coming) ", I yelled.

I hate getting out of bed because my floor is cold tile.
I jumped out of bed, the floor tingled like cold ice below my
feet. I scurried to the warm carpet and buried my chilled
toes into the thick furry rug. I quickly dressed for my big
day, put my hair in a bun and straightened my riding coat.
Quickly, I went downstairs for breakfaet. The kitchen smelled
inviting, full of bacon, eggs and bread.

"You ready for the big day?", my mom asked.

Cheryl joyfully jumped up and down.

"I bet you'll win, I know itt"

"I hope sot", I replied.

Going out to the stables it was cold and breezy. I
shivered all over as I walked in the wind.

While I was grooming Lightfire, I dreamed of victory, and
Billy congratulating me with a kiss and giving Lightfire an
apple.

Lightfire was all ready, he shone everywhere. His mane
glistened and his eyes twinkled. He knew what was happening
and seemed very proud.

Our blue trailer was all set for Lightfire's company.
I loaded %ightfire into the trailer and noticed he was limping.
His limp worried me but it wasn't serious enough to not race.

I stroked his gorgeous mane.

Driving to the track the time went very quickly. Entering
and parking was a hassle. Cars were everywhere. People were
walkilg horses around and noise was everywhere.

1..)-afire and I made our way' to the stables. I got Light-
fire's equipment and tack ready and we were set.

I loaded him into the starting gate,

150 .
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Lightfire cont.

The gates flew open at a tremendous speed, my dream of a
life time had begun.

As we ran ahead, the wind whipped at us, slashing our
faces. A thoroughbred named Thunder ran ahead of us.

My head was spinning and my goggles were blurred. My
bones ached but I didn't care.

Lightfire slowed down a bit and limped. It wasn't very
noticeable but he limped. I cried and cried. Tears over-
flowed from my eyes.

"Give it up, Lightfire) ", I yelled, I love you too much
for you to be hurt!"

Lightfire's ears perked up and I thought he was going to
stop.

He forgot his leg and limp and ran as fast as a horse has
ever run.

The next thing I knew, we had won. I jumped off Lightfire
and gave him a biy kiss.

He whinnied and his ears twitched. Cameras flashed here
and there. My eyes were blurred from the light.

Lightfire looked proud and I smiled.

Walking back to the stables everyone congratulated us.
Lightfire limped all the way back to the stables. I took off
his tack and put it away. When I came back, Lightfire was
on the ground. I checked for his pulse, none. I screamed
and people came running from everywhere.

Billy came running in.

"Billy!", I yelled. I ran to him and he held me as I

cried.

I mumbled into his shoulder. "Lightfire, my Lightfire,
we had won and now I stopped.

Billy kissed my head.

"I love you) ", he said. "Everything will be alright."

Everyone left because there was not much to be done.

LightfLre lay silent on the ground of the stable.

I was still crying on. Nilly's shoulder. I said I would
never forget my horse Lightfire but 1 had Billy and I loved
him very much.

by T,J. (pen name)

Emma Nash
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Hydroplane

I was the driver for the Miss Rainiet. I was in
Seattlt for the Unlimited Hydroplane Championship. I

had just got back from Tallahassee, Florida where I
lost my first race in 1980. Fred Brown had won that
race by a boat length,

I had come to Seattle to see if I could win my
7th Hydroplane Championship. I had to qualify my boat
to make it in the race on Sunday. Fred Brown had
qualified at 137 m.p.h. I was determined to set a new
world's record and qualify for the race on Sunday. I

was getting all suited up for the qualifying heat. The
crew said, "The boat is ready Steve."

I cranked up the boat and smoke was pouring out
of the pistons. I had started out with water spitting
up in my face. I was off. There was a large crowd
cheering me on. The gun had sounded. I was off to
qualify in Sunday's race.

The second lap I was entering the south turn and
my steering went out. Soaring out of control like a leaf
in a windstorm, the Miss Rainier unlimited hydroplane
did a barrell roll, bounced violently and then slammed
to the water.

Miraculously, I survived. All I could remember
was flying out of the boat. I woke up in the hospital.
The doctor came in and I said, "Doctor, what happened?"
He said, You broke three ribs which punctured one lung
to cause internal bleeding." There I was laying in my
bed with tubes in my nose that were connected to a
respirator.

here?"
Then I asked the doctor, "How long will I be in

He said, "About a week."

My crew chief walked in and I said, "Bob, how's
my boat?"

He said, "There's nothing left of your boat." It
was Sunday, the day of the race, and I saw Fred Brown take
the trophy with ease,

A week had been up. I would race in San Diego.
I qualiiied at 100 m.p.h. Just enough to be in Sunday's
rac8. .

It was Sunday and I was seeing if I could win my
7th win for the title. I was in heat IA and heat 2B and
I won both of those heats easily, because Brown wasn't
in any of the two. Both me and Brown were in the finals.

I jump into my boat for the final heat. I looked
at the water; it was bright blue with ripples and it was
about: 80°. Perfect day for racing. I started out to
take my five warm-up laps.

The gun had sounded for the final heat, Brown went
with,. He took the lead by two boat lenohts. We were
going on our 2nd lap and Brown had the lead by 5 boat
lengths. It was the final lap. Brown had the lead by
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Hydroplane cont,

2 boat lengths and we came into the final stretch and
an announcer said, "It's the Pay and Pack. It's the
Rainier. Its the Miss Rainier." I had won the race
by 2 feet. I was amazed. I had won the Hydroplane
Championship. I came in the dock and the crowd was
cheering. I popped the champagne. After the race I
held a press conference.

I said, "It's been great the four years I've been
racing but I am retiring because the sport is too dangerous.
I finally won the Championship and it's great."

I had tears coming out of my eyes. In the back
ground I heard the crowd cheering.

by Bob Smith (pen name)

Steve Uglisich
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A Short Story

John wiped the sweat from his forehead and tightened
his grip on the knife. He had known it would come to this
ever since the large, silver ship had landed on a small farm
in Montana, complete with genuine beings from outer space.
Only they weren't little green men, they were large yellow-
ish creatures with long tentacle arms and huge appetites.

No one knew where they were from and any attempts at
communication were futile.

They carried no weapons and there were no markings on
their box-like ship.

Now they were heading toward John's house. They had
entered the town half an hour ago. He had watched them
march into town in a large band, all of them chanting some
mysterious song.

Then he hurried home to barricade himself into his
house. The thick oak door could withstand any onslaught;
he hoped.

There they were outside on the poarch, scratching and
clawing at the door. John flung himself at the door. He
heard a noise behind him and whirled around to see a creature
coming at him.

John raised his kilfe in both hands and....

"Michael, turn off that T.V. and come to dinner!"

The small boy stuck out his tongue at his mother's back
but he turned off the T.V and went to dinner.

by Carl Rathe (pen name)

Heather Clarke
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Activity Cards for Book Report ProjectsFifth Grade

Maze
Thaw a rnaze leading
to the title of dour
book. If you, Lthsh,4he_

shape of your maze
car be sorefirrtng -r-rorn

the stolj.
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Wftte a letter to the
author of your book..

'Ptease trIctucte:
;The rave a fhe book

&remember to underline it)
Solathinde speciat about--
the boob, a character,
an eg.ifinQ part,
place .")

idq6-2sia4441114.
elb,12i, 7, 9f3t)

/CIA) gr.

011.4.d.A_V) 11-1111f_ifigZsiy
C.4. A- r

, 11

. , , . .

bilite-r&s--ar-L-4..rahajleL
skatiaLLZWIA)_dit..,z
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Advertisement'

Make an advertisement- posfer

to 'sell: \pa- book. Include

the tale author and sornehing
Clever fo catch the abiA.yer's
eye!

256TL___
1?toci tng4thadio.rzuga

egi.XtsitiAbt3 Donald ,1 SoixI!

See 1; you can outsrnart the
master sleuth.

Pass it on!

Tickure- 4)0rd .Repoyi-

Using boll, "piCktAreS and
)41=15 bft'ecly 'tett abou* your
book..

The Cay
by 'Theodore Taylor

2 el" E Ln-larooruzcl on en

...Olio. 1* coved r154- C
-This I y an pins
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Cinquiain
Choose a. character Trom Cirictuain

put book. WTife a cAnctuain
abot.4.+ him using +his bask. Hero

JaCk Jouctte,
pattern ; Ricti not hiS oteed

Ca iro er his Countryntn
exendenc.e

Isr lint : one usyrd, giving 4ifle
ret line: two words, ciescrtbin 4ifle sTsgS.

izi
ocutet's

3rd line: -three words, expfessintg action 6, Gail E. thie.9
4"- tine: .Pour woes, asixessIn? a -Peeling
5' lire, arthher ward .Por ihe title

Make a picivre ratte.
T'ray.) 5 important people

-vh.texs6 -Prom your story.
See 'lc your dassrra+es can
guess Out book. you. have react

Here, are 5 lhins ,my book..
Can yOlt, guess

what book
i..15?1

111110.-1111b.

AnSWer O11 9QCV-..

C

ti

4i,ek VOW fter er .4..o-No.o.,'"rfez,der CSUw,1
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iS

hese -Forms,
complete a "Wanfed
Poster' -Pot a-Pavori+e
dale:ad-of if) your Icook.

4

t Vnt I

0
0

IntereStes character

Name.:

xtraiptlari a vej:9 (jump
with pink fan and a. c.u.ri
eta is Mtn caked with rriaila gnat.
kworitf., r>f his.

V211MILIVi .0i1 lour is quiet cu-ri Prippti
eFccia1 i rrJ cilk-Lalet.r.anirrals

barn.etm__mantika_, tr) othut_ to
tex, ,tutztxr,hts...e7pi der fri thar otted,
calim liA ekti.e..r plan.
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Poetry Unit: Stimulus Poems and Student Examples

Student Example of Stimulus for Five Senses Poem

PORTOR PENSION, NORWAY

I feel the summer breeze on my face
as I walk from the small pension.
The rocks, smoothed by wind and water,
are warm and exciting under my shoeless feet.

Below me lies a small inlet
where a crudely built dock juts out into the water.
Small sailboats float not far from shore.
Carefully hand crafted and highly varnished,
they glisten in the sun.

An old Norwegian man sits outside his shack
on an ancient wooden chair
smoking his pipe.
I can taste and smell the tobacco smoke
and the salt in the air around me.
All is silent except for the waves lapping against the rocks
and the boats pulling on their anchor lines.
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Student Example of Five Senses Poem
Rough.Dral?

1 walk out of the San Francisco Ballet School which
I have been in for three hours.

The deathening fume reaches my thin quivering nose.

I open my tear-lipped mouth and expand my body
reaching for life.

Silently my body racks.

There is none of nature's soft ushering to be found.

A lone Mercedes races by my sharpened teeth grind on the
grit.

My sensitive tongue moves ,,aickly to the other side of my
dry canyon.

I turn away, a wilted geranium catches my own drooping
eye.

I walk back into the vibrating building, never to
come out.
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Student Example of Five Senses Poem
Revised

AIR

I walk out of the San Francisco Ballet
School where I have been for three hours.

The deathening fume reaches my thin
quivering nose.

I open my tear-lipped mouth
and expand my body
reaching for life.

Silently my body racks.

There is none of nature's
soft cushioning* to be found here.

A lone Mercedes races by.

My sensitive tongue moves quickly
to the other side
of my dry canyon mouth.

A petal from a wilted geranium falls
to the sidewalk.

walk back into the vibrating greyness.
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Example of Stimulus
for Metaphors and Similes Poem

SLIPPING AWAY

I sit meditating.
My bald head is cooled by a breath
of summer breeze.
My eyes are closed tightly
as though they were welded ..hut.
My legs are crossed together,
like a tangled, broken tree.
My hands, held on my knees,
sit motionless on an orange garment.

I feel myself slipping away,
falling into a land that is no more.
I see ancient cities, ancient people scurrying
like a pack of mice.
I see myself, an ancient priest,
holding a bloody knife over a once-living girl.

I slip farther back into the unknown past.
I am a poor beggar, blind and deaf.
My shaking hands are cut and bruised.
I slip still farther, deeper.
I am an ancient worker, heaving great
blocks of stone for a newly crowned Pharoh.

Fartherdo I dare go back farther-
1 am a donkey, walking in a desert.
A young brown man rides me.
I slip still fartherfarther in space and time
1 am a great mammoth, wooly and huge.
1 fight small Neanderthal men with sharp spears
and they run like termites on a rotten log.
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I'm slipping farthernow unwillingly farther.
I am a giant lizard, my huge teeth grab,
they clamp like a cage of ivory.
I'm fighting a smaller lizard, I feel my neck tear,
blood rushing like wax from a scorched candle.

Slipping fartherdownward into hell.
I am a small fish, the water is hot,
boiling like a caldron of bubbling broth.
I swim away from a larger fish, faster.

Oh gods, I'm slipping into oblivion.
I'm a micro-organismfloating in a mass
of bubbling lava jell, I begin to divide
into two small cells.
I slip againwhere else is there to go?
I never should have gone.

I'm in a space ship, a crew member,
I'm looking at a newly born planet.
With three tenticles punching controls I
scratch my tubey headand turn away

---forever---
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Student Example of Metaphors and Similes Poem
Rough Draft

ROCK

Rock music is a heart,
always beating. The great history
of Rock, The Rolling Stones, The Beattles,
The Who, Led Zeppelin, the trippy hits of
the 60's are still alive and thriving!

Its a weird feeling, the buzzing
in my ears after a loud concert.
To see the great artists that were just
on stage. To see all of the pleased
people going home. I hold 'the
guitar pick that was thrown of the
stage by my favorite musician, Angus Young.
His black and white school boy uniform, his
dazzeling black and white guitar that sounds
like a machine gun, the rhythm of his music
sounds like 100% pure hard rock!

Student Example of Metaphors and Similes Poem
Revise&

ROCK

Rock is a heart, always beating:
The Rolling Stones, The Beattles,
The Who, Led Zepplin.

It's a weird feeling, the buzzing
in my ears. I hold the guitar pick
that was thrown off the stage
by my favorite musician, Angus Young:
his black and white schoolboy uniform,
his dazzling black and white guitar
that sounds like a machine gun!

Doug Tolliver
Grade Eight
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Studer!! Example for Stimulus
'Or Strong Nouns and Verbs Poem

SLIDE

I piled some objects at the bottom
Of my slide one day.

Included, was a cardboard castle,
A pebble, a nail,
A plastic creek diorama,
A length of cord,
A thorn, a Auffed seal,
And a one-half pound iron weight.

Then, with a screech and a yodel,
I too K off soaring,
Down my slide
I was riding the wind!

Then with a bash,
My feet began to chisel out
A tunnel through my junk pile.

My arms and legs
Began to braid themselves together.
And then I was out of the pile
And running for another ride.
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Student Example of Strong Nouns and Verbs Poem

NIGHT

It is night.
I sit and study the scene before me.
The water is like a sheet of glass.
I hear the howl of a night creature,
I find a stone clenched in my hand.
It feels cool and smooth.
My fingers pick a branch from a bush.
My legs unfold, and I find myself standing.
I walk towards the water's edge, kneel,

and let the sand slink through my fingers.
I glance at a nearby cave.
It is like I expect to see a dragon

slithering from its depths.
My heart is beating like a clock.

Michelle Fisher
Grade Nine



Example of Stimulus for Picture Poem

SLIFER FAMILY PHOTOGRAPH, 1867

Here browns are suspended
like attic dust in sun.

They are in a field,
rows of stubble at right angles to people.
More than half is sky. No trees.
The people stand where trees would
between earth and sky.

Great Grandma Charity
in buttoncd-up dark dress and apron,
sits on a chair shelling peas in a pan.
She wears her hair tight back.
Her husband, Eli, holds a horse.
His hat hides his face.
Soon he will die when a quarry rock falls.
There are no rocks in the picture.

Another plain woman sits on a chair.
A pretty one stands.
Why do they have chairs in the Field?

An older man sits on the wooden reaper.
His team of two mules and two horses
are about to pull out of the picture.
Already the two mules nose behind the frame.

The wagon of children wait for a signal.
The one with the ringlet will be my grandmother.

I stare at the hub
to turn the wheel.

Nancy Rekow

This poem first appeared in Cottonwood Review, University of Kansas,
Lawrence. Kansas, issue #20, It is reprinted by permission of Nancy
Rekow.
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Student Example of Picture Poem
Rough Draft

I'M A BULL DOG

I am a Bull dog, whitish brown.
I eat bones and sniff the ground.
Bones are my food, and are munchy good.
I crunch them and munch them and walk on the ground.

I'm as lazy as an ox,
But when I want I can run alot.
Some say I'm ugly, but I'm really not.

I feel my lifes on a border.
Where my life its hanging
by the kitchen door.

Student Example of Picture Poem
Revised

BOWSER

I lead a dog's life.
Everyday it's the same thing,
Milkbone Dog Biscuits.
It's not that I dont
appreciate thought,
but you would be fed up too
if everyday it was
these three commands:
Bowser sit,
Bowser shake,
Bowser bark,
Good boy here's a Milkbone Log Biscuit.
They actually think I enjoy it.
The other day 1 refused to tat one,
I was sick!
Good grief.
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Example of Stimulus for Letter Poem

Dear Ice Skates,

Has it been two years since we were together
that night at Blakely Pond with all those skaters?

It seems like only yesterday when you and I were
speeding across the ice, dodging trees and shrubs.

I felt like a ribbon in the wind.

Remember how the twigs and grass sprouted through
the ice like danger signs warning. KEEP OFF!

But, we couldn't see those signs because it was dark
and the flashlight beams were only pin points
in the night.

Then it happened.

I know it wasn't your fault.
You couldn't see.
The bush came from nowhere to halt your

Down we went.
My knees and elbow screamed with pain before
turning green, yellow and blue.

You remained quiet,
waiting for me to remove you so we could slip
away unnoticed by the other skaters.

173 -

Glidingly yours,
Gwen Thonaly
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Student Example of a LeneriZoem
Rough Draft

Dear Blossoming Cherry Tree,

You've just woken up.
Your branches hang
burdened with brides' bouquets.

You sleep through autumn leaves
and the splirching of my Nikes
in the muddy grass.

You are asleep in winter
when we laze around the woodstove
in candlelight.

You haven't seen the snow
You haven't seen
how it sparkles like purified sand
Like earth it layers
upon your boughs.

You don't haVe any fingers
to curl inside some mitts
so that they warm up.
1 sleep while you watch the moon
goldplate a cloud
that a sheep must have left
when he rubbed himself
against the sky.

Remember when my friends,
my sister, and 1
filled our cheeks with huckleberries'?
I was the protective mother squirrel
and you our home.

Amidst the baby pink blossoms
I swing my legs.
You are reassuring
in the way you grow steadily,
proof that lift goes on.
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Student Example ofa Letter Poem
Revised

Dear Blossoming Cherry Tree,

You just woke up
Your branches hang
burdened with brides' boquets.

You sleep through wine-colored leaves
and the splirching of my Nikes
in the muddy grass.
You are asleep in winter
when we laze around the woodstove
in candlelight.

Have you seen the snow?
Have you seen
the white sparkles like purified sand?
Like earth it layers
upon your boughs.

I sleep while you watch the moon
goldplate a cloud
that a sheep might have left
when he rubbed himself
against the sky.

Remember when my friends and I
filled our cheeks with huckleberries'?
I was the mother squirrel
and you our home.

Tucked among baby pink blossoms
I swing my legs.

Thanks for being such a friend,

Sincerely and fondly,
Laura Marinoni
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Resources

Beier le, Karen. "Elementary Book Report Forms." Volunteer Enrichment
Coordinator for the Bainbridge Island School District. (Unpub-
lished.)

Bernard, J. "An Accountability Approach to Free Reading " Media and
Methods, March, 1979, pp. 28-29.

Explains "novel to screen" project and its benefits as part of a
free reading program. I took this idea and developed a time line and
strategies for students and teach s,

Brown, Rosellen, et al., eds. The Whole Word Cataloguf. New York:
Virgil Books. Teachers and Writers Collaborative, 1972.

A collection of creative writing ..assignments including a variety
of classroom-tested ideas on how to leach poetry writing. Articles
are written by teachers and writing specialists.

Cahill, Robert B., and Hrebic, Herbert J. Stack The Deck. Chicago:
Stack The Deck, Inc., 1980,

Exercises designed to help students convert the control they
have over spoken language to written language. The ideas for writ-
ing and revising are excellent, and the book includes an extremely
useful student revision form which not only helps students revise
but can be used as a springboard for teaching grammar,

Ciardi, John, and Williams, Miller. How Does a Poem Mcan? New
York: Houghton Mifflin, 1975.

A textbook on poetry containing many excellent poems as
examples. This hook is for the teacher who really wants to under-
stand what poetry is and how it gets its power.

Colley, Ann C., and Moore, Judith K. Starting With Poetry. New York:
Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, 1973.

Textbook on poetry containing many excellent poems as exam-
ples, Emphasizes the writing of poetry as well as the study of IL
Modern, jazzy, with many contemporary poems. These assignments
are good to use with small groups of advanced students.
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Crowhurst, Writing Workshop: An Experiment in Peer
Response to Writing." Language Am, 56 (October, 1979), pp. 757-
'162

Ways to help students develop the ability to respond to the
writing of their peers.

Elbow, Peter. Writing Without Teachers. New York: Oxford University
Prc,ls, 1973.

Elbow challenges the traditional approach to writing in which
the writer carefully thinks through what will be written before the
pen ever touches the page. The alternative approach he suggests
clearly separates the producing process from the editorial process.
The importance of freewriting and teacherless writing groups is care-
fully explained in addition to guidelines for both activities.

Fader, Daniel. The New Hooked on Books. New York: Berkley Publish-
ing Corporation, 1976.

How to learn and how to teach reading and writing with pleas-
ure is presented in this sequel to Hooked on Books. Fader discusses
the problems facing today's teachers of reading and writing and sug-
gests practical alternatives. An explanation of how to form and use
triad; hi the classroom is but one of several strategies covered in this
book.

Flinn, Jane Zeni "Journals: Write !AcreGrade Less." Classroom Prac-
tices in Teaching English 1979-1980. Ed. Gene Stanford, Chair, and
the Committee on Classroom Practices. Urbana: NCTE, 1919.

Creatr4, iournal assignments used to initiate materials for
further dew..

Fulwiler, Toby E. "Journal Writing Across the Curriculum." Classroom
Practices in Teaching English 1979-1980. Ed. Gene Stanford, Chair,
and the Committee on Classroom Practices. Urbana: NCTE, 1979.

Suggestions for journal writing assignments and the reading of
student journals.

Hawkins, Thorn. Group Inquiry Techniques for Teaching Writing. Urbana:
ERIC, 1976.

Describes the theory behind group inquiry as a personal (earn-
ing method, the social nature of educat;on and the role of the
teacher. Specific grouping techniques an their accompanying teach-
ing strategics are described.
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Healy, Mary K. Using Suadvit Writing Response Groups in the Classroom.
Berkeley: Bay Arm Writing Project, 1980.

Ideas for organizing student response groups from preparing
the whole class for the activity to determining group membership.
Coping with problems special to response groups and teacher
responses arc particularly helpful sections of this monograph,

Johnson, Jan. "Poetry Revision Worksheet." Bainbridge Island, Washing-
ton, January, 1980, (Unpublished.)

Kearns, Bob. "Forms." Presentation at the Puget Sound Writing Program
Inservice at Bainbridge Island, Washington, November, 1979.

Kirby, Dan R., and Liner, Tom. "Revision: Yes, They Do It. Yes, You
Can Teach It." English Journal, 69 (March, 1980), pp. 41 -'15.

A detailed article on how to help students revise through the
use of student-teacher conferences. This article reinforces the belief'
that one-to-one contact with students is essential for revising.

Koch, Kenneth. Wishes, Lies, and Dreams: Teaching Children to Write

Poetry. New York: Harper & Row, 1970.

A classic book on how to teach poetry writing for grades two
through eight. The hook has very specific and highly imaginative
examples,

Kollar, Mary. "High School Scholarship Letter," Presentation at the

Puget Sound Writing Program Summer Institute, August, 1979,

Lough, Posy Baker, and Steele, Patta. "Going...Going...Gone For Read-
ing!" Teacher. January, 1979, pp. 60-62.

Explains how to set up an auction as a motivation for reading.
Book reporting ideas are explained.

Mahieu, Patricia, aid Mc Cray, Elizabeth. "Increasing Writing Without
Increasing Grading." Classroom Practices in Teaching English 1979-
IMO. Urbana: NCTE, 1979,

Discussion of writing hooks, journals, letters, and plays.

Markey, Connie. I Wonder Whatever Happened to Amelia Pickett and
Other Reasons tin. Writing. Newton: Curriculum Associates. Inc..,

1976,

Creative ideas and worksheets for students. Each idea includes
purpose, needs, methods of use or teacher instructions. This is an
excellent source of ideas for elementary students as assignments arc
easy to understand, incorporate writing, reading, and art, and are
educational and fun.
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Maslow, Abraham El. Toward a Psychology of Being. New York: Van
Nostrand, 1968.

This book has an optimistic outlook on the future as Maslow
perceives humans not as intrinsically evil but rather as neutral or
positively good. Ile feels human beings have the potential to be lov-
ing, creative, noble, and self- actualizing.

Monthy, Linda, "Anything Box." Presentation at the Puget Sound Writ-
ing Program Summer Institue, August, 1979,

Moor, Thomas R., and Reynolds, Joseph. "The Journal: A Practical
Option for Teaching Writing." Classroom Practices in Teaching English
1979-1980. Ed, Gene Stanford, Chair, and the Committee on
Classroom Practices. Urbana: NCTE, 1979.

Ideas for a journal project including a student journal contract.

Mueller, Lavonne, and Reynolds, Jerry D. Creative Writing. River
Forest: Laid low Brothers, 1977.

A textbook for students and teachers that discusses a writer's
journal, techniques of writing, writing plays, writing poetry, new
journalism, and some technical aspects of verse, dialogue, and stag-
ing. A quick flip through this attractive book provides ideas for les-
sons like anagram pen names,

Petrosky, Anthony R., and Brozick, James R. "A Model for Teaching
Writing Based Upon Current Knowledge of the Composing Process."
English Journal, 68 (January, 1979), pp. 96-101.

Summarizes recent research and theory on the composing pro-
cess. Provides a general guide for teaching writing in secondary
schools.

Prospectus For The World Book Encyclopedia Dictionary, Barnhart,
Clarence L., Editor in Chief. Chicago: Field Enterprises Educational
Corporation, 1966.

Contains ideas on how to get the most out of the World Book
Encyclopedia Dictionary, how to build vocabulary, how to write
effectively, and a handbook of style. I use the vocabulary inven-
tories for grades four through twelve as resources for vocabulary lists
to meet the individual needs of my students.

Rekow, Nancy. "Poetry Assignments." Bainbridge Island, Washington.
(Unpublished.)
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Santa Cltora County Committee on Writing. Students Can Write. Office
of the Santa Clara County Superintendent of Schools. San

California, 1977.

Research findings and implications for teaching and evaluating
writing.
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